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Hundreds of teenagers gather at bus stops, street corners and parking lots to watch the
 cars cruising and to socialize. 
INTO THE NIGHT 
Night scene 
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Santa  Clara 
Sttect  t th the noise of nightclub musi-
1111.11,am! their stereos. car horns and 
(he VI/ill:5 
of 





/ / p. m.  Du, Arena traffic has &impaled, and 
the ifreen are filling up slowly with eruisers. San 
lase
 
'A teen curfew takes effect and curfew patrol offi-




 yropy.  Where 
teenagers haw, gathered. 
"It's social hour, but all night long," said 
Gabriel. 19. an 
SjSI








Gabriel  and 
other 
cruisers
 Asked to be identified by 
their first 
names only. Many described




"I cruise and 
come out here to see 
and  be 
seen," Gabriel said. "I just want 
to hang ()tit. 
meet girls." 
Gabriel said 




 at %milt 
Pleasant  High 
School.
 
"The average age 
of the cruisers is 16 to 25 
years old," said Paul, 25,






electronics  company. 
"I've been cruising since 
I turned 18," he said. 
1 
want to be out 




Paul cruises Santa Clara 
Street Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday  nights
 in his 1988 
Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme.
 "I got the car tie 
my
 graduation in 1989," 
he said. 
"I've always 
been  fascinated with the 
James 
See Into The Night. 
Page 12 
Steinbeck  joins information  age 
through CD-ROM 
By Chris Morris 








luesdav afternoon umeiled the 
first public 
showing
 of an interac-
tive CD-ROM based on a John 
Steinbeck novel. 
the
 demmistration of 
Steinbeck's novel "Of Mice
 and 
Men" on the CD-ROM took place 
in the
 Engineering building. 
Besides the full text of the novel 
appearing
 
oil the CD-ROM, it also 
ittd*nlitefils  such as colorful
 
graph




 Elaine; clips 
from a 1958 musical of the story 
and the 1992 film version which 
starred John Malkovich ("In the 












Strinbe,  k 




impressed with it and had interest 
in 
using it to teach. 
























Spartan  Daily 
Staff  Wrner 
For the first time,
 students will 
have 
a voice in the





Professor  award at 
SJSU, but 
that's  not the 
only 
change in this 
year's  contest. 
'There are 
a number of 
changes,
 but there are several 
that
 






political science and 




is that we have 
dra-
matically changed
 the criteria that
 
will be used
 fur the selection.
 In 









many  other 
endeavors
 po .:,"7` 
have to do to get tenure 
to, i 
scholarships, 
creative  works, COM-
munity service 
and  published arti-
cles. 
"This year the 
committee has 
narrowed the focus
 to look more 
exclusively
 at classroom 
teaching 
and effectiveness
 in teaching," 
he 
said. 
Brent said a 
professor's scholar-
ship. community work and pub-
lished 
work still counts, but only 
to 
the 
extent that it helps 
him or her 
do better in 
the classroom. 
1 
don't think most students are 
interested in how many 
publica-
tions a professor has done," Brent 
said. "I think 
they are more inter-
ested in 
a good professor 
who 
knows 
the material and 
is







also  changed; 
professors  




with SIR'  




















from the end 
of
 the 
semester  crunch 
can  seek refuge 
tonight in room 
150  of the Music 
building and 
listen  to the 
sounds
 





 Concert at 
7:30  
p.m.  
"People  can look





-American  musical 
tradi-
tion," 
said  Royal 
Hartigan,  S.M.' 






will  contain 
musical
 
renditions  of jazz 













'60s  and 
(-silt 


































( .iiest artist Frik 
Siserson, a spe-
cial,  o 
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for
 the 
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 to a 
Duke 





By Leslie Farmer 
Spartan Daily Staff 
Weiler 
Asked to illustrate the ditto clues' between 
Spanish and Portuguese culture, 
HeraJdo  da 
Silva offers one striking illustration: 
"In Portugal, a bullfighter fights from 
horseback, and it's forbidden by law to kill 
the 
bull.  Kill it bull; go to 
jail.
 
"Iii the Portuguese bullfights around 
Tracy and Los Banos, instead of sticking ban-


















Da Silva is SJSU's one man Portuguese 
language and culture program, and the rea-
son the 
university  can ol
 luu 
























 in the area that 1,, 
gull 
iii 
the mid-19th ( entury with immigrai as from 
the Azores. 
There are more than one million people 
of Portuguese ancestry in California, da 
Silva said. The immigrants first arrived here 
around the time of the Gold Rush, and 
many became whalers. Half 
Moon Bay, 
Carmel Cove 
and San Luis Obispo 
were 
some of their 
whaling ports. 
What can you 
do with a knowledge of 
Portuguese? Da Silva 
has taught the culture 
and language to such 
businesses
 as Apple 




-speaking markets of Brazil, 
Angola and Mozatnbique, Portugal's
 former 
«thirties
 in South America
 and Africa. 













by law to kill 
the bull. Kill a bull; go 
to 
jail.  
Heraldo da Silva 
SJSU language professor 
PP 
The language is easy to learn for a 
Spanish speaker and 
one  of the easier lan-
guages for someone whose first language is 
lighsh. said da stk.' 1, .1 Lam -based tan-
. a has much 
it 
..mmon with English 
he  ise 





offer  courses in 
Poi  triguese culture. alternating Brazilian
-
and European -Portuguese culture courses 
each year. 
About 50 students take Portuguese eat 
h 
semester: half of them are of 
Portuguese 
descent.
 I hough it is possible 
to
 earn a 
bachelor  's degree in Portuguese. 
most  stu-
dents take it as a minor. 
The program,  da Silva said, got
 its start in 
1973  when
 the local Portuguese 
community  
petitioned 
SJSU to offer courses 
in the lan-
guage. For the 
first year the community sub-

























 to help in 
emulating
 





































 the  piece." 
Hartigan said. 
Admission
 is free and the
 per-










an hour and a halt. 
Computer  crashes 
Spartan Daily Staff
 Report 
BCCdUSC of .1 
computer  crash, 
many students
 didn't get an 
opportunity

















p.m.  To pre-
vent 
a potential backlog, 
staff
 
informed students of the crash 
and  took sonic of the 
students'
 




Admissions  and Records 
office.  
The  Admissions 
and  Records 
office will he 
open
 today from 
8 
a.m. to 6:30
 p.m. and 
TOUCH-
SJSU will be open. 
Interview 
a no-go Kids 




0.J. Simpson met with a legal 
analyst from CNN to discuss a 
no
-holds
-barred interview, but 
he and the 
network  could not 
agree on the terms. 
 Page
 3 
Preschoolers whose mothers 
are less educated










Speaker Newt Gingrich could be 
investigated by the House ethics 
committee for raising 
tax-
deductible contributions for a 




Innocent  plea 
A 
Santa Clara 
University  law 
professor accused of 
stabbing  his 
wife to death pleaded innocent 
to charges of murdermg his wife 
 










That of your 
five
 
sound senses ... 
Amental
 exercise people 
sometimes
 indulge in 
is figuring out which sense,
 if they had to be 
deprived of one, they could 
best  do without. I 
occasionally
 indulge in such speculations, leaving 
out
 the grim fact that in these 
matters one is sel-
dom, if ever, given a choice. 
Sight,  I think; losing that, I 
would
 lose much of 
my 
independence.  As someone 
who
 takes issue with 
the oozy 
sentiment  that "people who need 
people" 
are lucky (I would 
categorize
 the need as neutral, a 
given, like the
 need of oxygen or food),
 I would 
reject a 
disability  that places me even more at 
other 
humans' mercy
 than I must be. 
Hearing ... could I stand not ever hearing, except 
in imagination, 
the  slow part of "L'Inverno," or the 
vertiginous
 downward sweep of the soul as Callas 
sings the phrase, "Cendendo al duol' crudel" from 
"Don Carlo"? 
Taste, maybe. Perhaps I could console 
myself
 of 
its loss by becoming an elegant crane of a woman, 
not a spare pound on 
my
 bones, and spend all my 
grocery money on the dramatic fashions that only 
look really good  on people with the dimensions
 of a 
coat hanger. Still, there is such consolation for the 
long dark teatime (if not the dark night) of the soul 
in mashed 
potatoes,




If my sense of touch vanished like a blown -out 
flame would I die, 
eventually,
 of touch deprivation, 
as infants raised in incubators come close to doing? 
Or, more prosaically, would I merely succumb to 
overwhelming infection, unable, like people afflict-
ed with Hansen's disease, to monitor and treat the 
casual injuries of 
everyday living? 
What I know would be unutterably awful would 
be the loss of a sense 
many people refer to 
onlywhen it is 
offended: my beloved sense of 
smell! 
I have followed the smell of a single kind 
of cookie baking across most of Salzburg 
and back, led unerringly through the streets 
of a city I had never seen before by the 
unmistakable 
combination
 of butter, flour, 
and spices in heavenly
 combination. The 
nighttime streets of prewar Beirut
 in a 
dubiously safe neighborhood have 
sent me on a similar errand: Kak Bi 
Yensoun, creamy -white, circular 
rounds of delight, were sending 
their
 siren smell out of some hid-
den bakery. 
Some of my favorite smells have 
caused me to suspect that one could 
indeed, "Die of a rose, in aromatic 
Campus View 
What I know 
would be 
unutterably awful would be the 
loss of a sense many people 
refer to only when it 
is 




Much as I love the scents of 
gardenia  and 
tuberose,
 a few hours with them in an 
unventilated  
room sends a splitting ache 
through my head. Is it 
possible that a stronger odor, 
in
 greater concentra-
tion, could induce 
seizures, coma, death (like the 
innocent nutmeg, which 
in
 small quantities imparts 
an 
incomparable
 flavor to holiday dishes)? 
The impulse that 
sends  a dog into ecstasies over 
such delicacies as a pared
-off piece of horse's hoof, 
not
 to mention even less savory items, is one that I 
can only share in an attenuated fashion. I forget by 
what ratio a human nose is 
inferior
 to a hound's, 
but it is a huge and 
humbling  one. If a future incar-
nation brings me back as a dog.
 I may gain entrance 
to a world of 
smells  unknown to humanity, 
heavens 
and infernos of smell that
 as a human I only dimly 
apprehend. 
Leslie  Farmer






 is relative 
to involvement
 
If I took an informal poll asking 
students how they felt about
 
SJSU, some students would 
say 
they love it 
while  others would say 
they hate it. 




 enjoyed their 
experience at SJSU if they were
 
involved in the campus commu-
nity, the overwhelming majority 
would say
 no. The reason is that 
you get more 
out  of your univer-
sity experience
 when you're 
involved  in it. 
San Jose State is a hard school 
to get involved in because it isn't 
your typical university. In a 'typi-
cal' university, your average age is 
19, the majority of students live 
on or near campus,
 the university 
is the center 
of
 the city, and the 
students work little, if at all. 
In comparison, our 
average  
age is 26 or 27, we are a com-
muter campus,
 we are one of 
many institutions in the
 city and 
the majority of 
us
 work at least 
part 
time. 
This situation may make it dif-
ficult  to get involved, but it does-
n't prevent us 
from doing it. The 
only difference is 
that  students 
here have to make more of an 
effort to get involved. To make 
this transition as smooth as possi-
ble for those who want to get 
involved, I've devised a three-step 
method. 
Step One is to just start 
coming  
to school 
a little earlier or staying 
a little 






 Hang out 
in front
 of the Union, play 
pool 
or bowl in 
Sugaland,  have coffee 
in The
 Connection or just sit
 by 
L 







involved in it. 
the fountain and read a 
book. 
Once you start 
seeing the school 
as more than just a place to go to 
class, you can move on to Step 
TWo. 
Step Two involves taking 
advantage of the various events 
and programs the university 
offers. You can go and listen to a 
panel discussion on Affirmative 
Action, go to the Pub on open 
mike night, go to the Art Gallery, 
go see a play at the University 
theater or go and cheer on the 
football team at Spartan Stadium. 
There are so many things going 
on that it wouldn't be a 
problem  




The third and final  
phase  is 




tions  provide a great opportunity 
to gain new friends, hone and 
develop  your leadership 
skills  
and also give you a sense of self-
fulfillment. Campus organiza-
tions 
consist of clubs, fraternities, 
sororities,  honor societies, resi-
dent hall government, and 
Associated 
Students and its 
respective boards. 
SJSU has everything from 
A to 
Z. 
Or more specifically from 
(A)lpha Phi Omega 
Fratemity  to 
(Z)eta Phi Beta Sorority. 
Information on all campus orga-
nizations
 is located in the 
Student 
Activities  Office in the 
Old Cafeteria
 Building. The 
key  
is to find something
 that interests 
you, whether it 





 here, and if 







may  say it 















































est  in your 
school,
 you will 
find it  
pays
 dividends 









been a bad 
one, ask 
yourself  if 
you've 
done 
anything  to 
get  
involved.
 If you 
haven't 
been 
involved,  then 
you should
 use the 
three
 step method.
 If you do, 
you'll  look 
back

















Actions Neatly Chained 







week  while 
fading
 to sleep, 
I 
woke
 with a 





 flea market 
digital









hour  was not 
what  caught 
my
 glance, 
but  a simple FRI I 
put ants in my 
pants. 
Oh my 
gosh,  oh my 
goodness,  I did 
not  even remem-
ber, 
this sleepy,
 yawny morning 

















 to my haunches







 their late 
night 
slipped
 on the screen 
and whirled on 
the  drive.  
Fingers 
danced  'cross the 
keyboard, my 
sugar  plum 
five. 
I settled in like 
the Buddha, 
took
 a breath, my 
deep 
thinking pause 
and these words twinkled
 forth 
Dear Mr. Santa Claus, 
I know 
you are busy at this 




 you only have 
that
 one team of deer.
 
I know you love children 
and toys you are building 
I know 
the elves are good 
for nothing, lazy 
sex  fiends 
and don't help 
you that much 
because  I watched 
a 
show about those 
kind of people in 
the "Wizard of 
Oz" documentary on A&E. 
But. Santa, oh Santa,
 can't you do me one
 little favor? 
It's a gift 
for
 the people,
 MY people to savor. 
You
 see, Santa, we here at 
MSC  live down the street 
from
 big, rich 
universities
 that we just 
can't  beat_ 
It's
 not that we don't
 give it our all, quite
 on the con-
trary. 
It's that 
my school does not
 have an army of 
deep-
pocketed gift faeries. 
No,
 not a one, not one David 
Packard or Bill 'Billions'
 
Hewlett. 
Not a Ted Turner, 
nor Walter H. 
Anneberg.
 Even with 
Ueberoth  we apparently blew it. 
I was 
reading
 about a school 





make  a comparison,
 the Cardinals 
drink Coke, 
The Spartans drink Fanta. 
But 
those no good 
snots got a gift 
of





Just for the 




ask you, dear Santa,
 what happened to 
charity? 
Is good old 
compassion  a modern era 
rarity? 
Must the rich get 
richer
 as the needy suffer? 
San 
Jose
 State University 
could  use a stocking 
stuffer.  
So, 
from  you, my jelly




one  unselfish wish for
 a holiday pleasant.
 
I vision
 a gift from our 








inspire,  lead, set the tone. 
Santa Clara and 
Stanford




 on Dasher, 
on
 Bliezen and 
Caret,
 on Evans, on Fullerton, 
on
 Bunzel, 
and  Clark, fly to the 
south,
 ye tiny rein-
deer. 
Left
 at the Hoover 
tower,
 and toward 
the smog bank, 
steer. 
Look 
for the light of the 
city, my veni-
son friends 
deliver the gift that good 
Santa  sends. 
SJSU is deserving,  SJSU,
 it tries hard. 
Send Stanford and






 Daily is commit-
ted to sharing a 
broad range of 
opinions  
with  the 
community,
 
and readers are 
encouraged  to 
express  themselves
 on the 







to the Editor is a 
200-word 
response
 to an issue 
or
 point of 
view  that has 
appeared in the Spartan Daily. 
A Campus
 Viewpoint 
is a 300 -
to 500




current  campus, 






















signature  and major. 
Submissions most 
be typed or 
submitted  on a 3.5" disk using 
Microsoft
 Word on the 
Macintosh. Always provide a 
printout of 
the piece. 
Submissions may be 
put in 
the Letters 
to the Editor box at 
the Spartan 
Daily office in 
Dwight Bente] Hall room 
209, 
sent by fax to 
(408)  924-3237 
or mailed to the 
Spartan
 Daily 




San  Jose 
State
 University, One 
Washington Square, 




 are written by, 
and  
are the
 consensus of the 
Spartan








the  views of 
the 
Spartan  




















The holidays are for charity, and 
giving and love. 
Hey,  Santa, SJSU needs 
any
 and all the above. 
We never stole from the government, we 
have no spir-
itual vision. 
Giving to SJSU is 
an
 easy decision. 
Santa, I hope you heartily agree 
that SJSU should have gifts under its Christmas palm 
trees, 
We are worthy, we contribute, we do our part. 
Santa, you know this valley needs us, deep in your 
heart. 
So, merry Christmas, happy Hanukkah, good 
Kwanzaa, and Winter Solstice. 
I'll dream sleepy winter dreams of holiday justice. 
And perhaps I will wake on that December morn 
to see anew
 spirit of giving be born. 
Stanford 
and Santa Clara have all that they need. 
This is no time to 
reward  such greed. 
Give the 
others  some candy, or even a 
few  tiny grants. 
But give San 
Jose  State University a holiday 
chance.  
I signed the
 e-mail simply, 




 inside and  
my
 cheeks went 
ruddy.  
I felt full and round





 warm satisfaction 
of
 helping others. 
Stanford 
and SCU would 
not  take over the 
earth  
and perhaps SJSU




-key, 1 laid down to 
sleep, 
and was startled



















 eggnog, oh 




 had received a 
fellow from the 
Hoover  Institute 
Outside
 my window 
I heard sleigh 
bells and a bellow-
ing call. 
I 
startled  and jumped











Christmas  to some,
 and to 









 to the 
right."  
























Etc. Picture Editor 
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1-21St General Meeting/ 
Elections 





PCN Modern Dance 
Workshop 7p.m.-9p.m. Events 
Center 
Aerobics  Rm. 




General  Meeting 2:30p.m.
 









Faculty Offices Bldg. Rim 104. 
Call
 436-7471. 
Earth Day Plamming 
Committee 













Rm. Lall 9247097. 
KSJS 
90.5FM  
Public Affaits Programming 
Radio 
Drama How 12noon-
lp.rn., From the 
Right 5p.m.-
6p.m.A Race For the Times 
6p.m.-7p.m., Radio Azatlan 
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m., 
Bible Study 10p.m.-1 I p.m. 
Call 955-4831. 
Library 








 Donations & 
Sales Unit Walhquist
 Library 








 Particle Model 
Applied to the Richmond 
Toxic Spill 12:30p.m.-1:30p.m. 





Pearl Harbor Spglietti Feed, 
tickets
 are $3 ap.m.-8p.m. 
182 S. 







Co-op  Orientation 12:30p.m. 





World Reperatory Ensemble & 
World Music Choir 
12:30p.m.  
1:15p.m. Music Bldg. Concert 
Hall Call 9244631. 
Pre-Optometry Club 
New Members Needed 3p.m. 









Student Union. (.tinned 
Chambers Call 732-8024. 
Aaiun
 Americus Christian 
Fellowship
 
Worship Meeting 7:30p.m. 
Student Union, C'ostorioari 
Rm. Call 286-6427. 
Spartan Christian Fellowship 
(amine, Club- Weekly Meeting 











9:30a.m.  Garden, near 
Central





 for Christ 
Weekly




Almaden  1bn. 
Call 9247910. 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
MASS 
12:05p.m.
 195 E. San
 



































Weekly Meeting 12:30p.m. 
Spartan Complex 30 
Call 9245568. 
Women's Resource Center 
Wimin for 
%Viotti...Support  










Public Affairs Programming 
Radio Drama Hour 12noon-
1p.m.  This&That 5p.m.-6p.m. 




 Engineering and 
Science Organization (PESO) 
Canned Food Drive all day 
Student Union. Call 729-5239. 
Iparta Gulden free!!! And 
available
 to 'Indents, faculty & staff 
assoctations.  Deadline is .inn two days 
before pobli :mon. Forros available 
at 1/13H 209. Entrtes may be edited 
to 

















asked  sharp 
questions  







policy  on 















policy  to 








 he was 
wrongfully  discharged
 last summer 











































 argued that 
Thomasson's 
statement 
could he used to 
infer 
that he would engage in homosex-
ual acts. 
Some 




 to get him discharged. 
"What harm has Mr. Thomasson 
done to 










Simpson met with a legal analyst 
from Cable News Network to dis-
cuss a no-holds-barred interview,
 
but he and the network could 
not agree on the terms, a CNN 
spokesman said Tuesday. 
Steve Haworth confirmed 
that 
Simpson met with Greta Van 
Susteren for four hours on 
Saturday at Simpson's home in 
Los Angeles. He would not com-
ment 
further  except to say 
"there are no plans for further 
discussions at this time." 
The Atlanta Journal -
Constitution reported 'Tuesday 
that the interview would have 
been with Van Susteren and her 
fellow legal analyst, Roger 
Cossack. 
"If Mr. Simpson
 does want to 
give someone an interview. I sus-
pect that he would be the one to 
announce it," Van Susteren said 




 "I simply don't know who 
he is going to give an interview 
to and how it would be 
announced.'  
The newspaper also said 
Simpson told Van Susteren that 
he was planning a direct -to-mar-




Simpson was acquitted Oct. 3 
in the slayings of his ex-wife 
Nicole Brown Simpson and her 
friend Ronald Goldman. 
He agreed to an interview with 
NBC a week after 
the  verdict, but 
backed out the day of the inter-
view  on advice of his attorneys. 
They were concerned 
about a 
wrongful death civil suit 
filed  
against him by the victims' fami-
lies. 
In Santa Monica, Calif., on 
Monday, the judge 
in the civil 
suit said Goldman's father has 
seven days to 
decide which of 
Simpson's 
confiscated  posses-
sions are crucial to his case. 
Police and the district 
attorney
 
are still holding 
dozens  of items 











DIEGO (Al') - With the 
ease of the 
World  Wide Web and 
the social 
interaction
 of a shop-
ping mall, a 
planned  computer 
program will 
make  on-line 
browsing less like watching
 tele-






 out the 
TV 










Pavel  Curtis, co
-leader
 of the 
Network Places
 project at the 
Xerox Palo 




have  a 
presence  in a 
"place"
 on the 
Internet where




 through video 
conferencing and work in a reg-
ular setting with or without
 the 
help of others simply by clicking 
a mouse. 
"What do the on-line services 
of 
the '90s look like?" Curtis 
asked. 
"One of the places 
you  
can
 go is out onto the streets of a 
virtual
 city where virtual 
store-
fronts





People,"  he 
said.  "This is the 
software  equiva-
lent
 of the neutron 
bomb
 - all 
the buildings are
 still there but 
the people











Being a student 
is hard. So we've 
made  buying a 
Macintosh'  easy. So easy,
 in 
fact, 
that  prices on 
Macintosh  personal 
computers  are now 










you  can get a 










surf the Net. It allows you to 
step
 outside your world of lectures,
 pep rallies 
and 
studying and step into a world 
of
 endless possibilities. It's the 
power  that can 
keep you in 
touch with your supporters and the world. 




Best  price on Apple 
Computers
 for San Jose State students!
 
Apply 
for  Apple Loan, call 1/800-APPLE-LN 
For all of your computer 
needs  visit 
Spartan
 Bookstore Computer
 Department  924-1809
 
Prices subject to change without notice. 
See store for details. 
Limited availability on certain products. 
**While supplies last! Very limited quantities! 
Macintosh Performer 6214CD 
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 monitor keyboard. mouse and 
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From  page 1 









 that the 
peo-
ple who 
see  the 
teaching
 Me in better
 
positions




is a good 
teacher or





students  will 
now  be 
represented








etv.1,i fat tiltv members




 students are 
full members 
and vote on everything,
 including the 
no lll i l 
-Fite two 









as an equal and 
am 




O'Kane said. "I 
think  students are 
the 
best group 
to talk to about 
the effec-


























 nominations close at 
noon  
Tuesday; ballots 












be  notified 
by
 letter and 
asked 
if
 they want to 






























The  award 







































From page 1 
including
 students who need
 help reading 
the  book as well as 
research











said. it also gives 
a push of technology to 
the kids 
which  we re already 
trying to 
accomplish, and it 









CD-ROM  was co














 a scholar 



















 on the 
novel 
and  about 




Shillinglaw  is 
excited  about 
the CD-ROM's
 presentation,
 she believes 
there 
is
 room for 
improvement.  
"I think it 




I wish it were a bit





'Of  Mice and 
Men,'"  she 
From page 1 
sidized the 
textbooks  and 
teacher,
 then the university
 




and  community have 
,ntributed  $100,000 
to the program, 
of which 




Matallana,  a colleague 
of
 
da Silva's in the 
foreign languages 
department,  
described him as "an
 excellent teacher  
his students 
love his classes,
 and that's not 
because
 he makes them 
easy." 
Carmen





t. praised da Silva's 
dedication.  
Last %, .11. she said. 
da Silva was the examiner
 in 








 by the 

















 in the 
hope of 
encouraging  






















here,  we 
wouldn't
 have a 













AL S I IN. I cxas (AP)  Mitim 
A mail making a donation to a 
food di ic last month accidentally
 
gave 




to hide family jewels. 
Tom Cummins said 
he didn't 
notice the mistake 
until about a 
week later. 
He




n't be specific. 
Camden, N.J.-based 
Campbell  
Soup Co. on 
Monday
 said it would 
match 
a $2,500 reward 
Cummins
 
has offered for the





 in the course 
of doing something
 good ... some-
thing bad 
happened  to," company 
spokeswoman  Lisa 
Dougherty  said. 
A woman 
delivering  food bas-
kets to the 
needy' in Abilene, 220 
miles 
northwest  of Austin, 
found
 a 
bauble -filled Campbell's can 
among her 
goods  Friday, but food 
drive








 fairly inexpensive 
goods: a necklace, a 
chain belt, a 
locket with 
a baby girl's picture, a 
quarter cut into two sets of initials 




 at the Food 
Bank 
of Abilene, 
where  the can 


















police  said 
they
 couldn't 
help  Cummins 
because
 no crime 
had been 











 it was 
unsure what was
 done with the 
can. 
said. "I think for
 classroom use, 

















one  knows 
whether
 people will 
read 




 she said. 
"Of Mice
 and 
Men"  is 
the




























































Kids  of less
-educated,  
enghsh
 as a second
 
language 








mothers  are less 
educated
 or whose first 
language  
isn't 
English lag behind 




 the alphabet and 
count 
to 20,
 a study 
found.  
Most American
 children can 
handle  those tasks 
before their 
first  day of 
kindergarten,
 plus hold a 
pencil 
properly,  button their 
clothes, speak so 
strangers 
can understand them
 and write their 
own first names, the 
Education












Zill,  author of the 
study,
 cautioned the 
findings 
should
 not overly concern 
a parent whose 
child seems behind. 
"It's not like 




a certain age," Zill said 
Tuesday. "In fact, 
there











 who lag, Zill 
said. Hispanic 
chil-
dren as a 
group,  for 
example,
 had fewer 
literacy  
skills when
 they entered 
kindergarten,
 the study 
found. 
Almost 98 






 Most also 
attend  at least 
some
 preschool or 
day care before 
kindergarten. 










care  or 
preschool
 are more 





 skills, the study
 found. But 
such programs 
did not lessen 
health,





looked  at five risk 
factors:  having a 
mother who 
did  not finish 
high




 is not 
English,  and being 
born 
to an unmarried 




 in poverty. 
Children with 
three or more factors
  about 15 
percent 









 interviews with 
the parents 
of a random 
sample
 of 4,423 
preschoolers, ages 3 to 
5. The data were collected 
in 1993 by the 

























GET YOUR FREE 
SCHEDULE














or access the 










































comes  a 
pho-
tograph  of 
Barbie 














holly  berries. 
The 
vouchers 
go on sale 
Dec. 16 
and  the 





April  30, 






 is an 
opportunity  
to Five 
people  who 
would like 











 L's not 




the  doll 
itself,











The  doll is 
the eighth
 in an 
annual
 series, 




second  run 
of
 production
 or to 
be sold 
through 









































for  the 




































years  in 








a fire at a 
plant, a train
 derailment
 and a 
typhoon.  But 
the fact
 of the 
matter  is, it 



















shortage  was 
due








 any strategy 
was 
involved.  She said 
the company 
made
 the same 




year  as it 
did
 last year. 
However, the 
company  won't say 
how 
many dolls 
were  made 








 heard all of (the 
rumors).  
There  was 
supposedly
 a fire at a 
plant, a train 
derailment and a 
typhoon. But the fact of the 
matter 
is, it wasn't 
a big snafu. Demand is 
simply
 greater than we had antici-
pated," she said.
 
Mattel  expects to begin 
deliver-
ing the dolls in 
early April, after 
the 
custom fabric and hand -bead-
ed 
accessories are available




The dolls  are 
a near sellout in a 
season with no new 
smash toys. 
In downtown San 
Antonio, 
Texas, Toys 
Etc. owner Diane 
Weakley  said she had 
gotten
 her 
Looking for Advanced GE 
courses? Why not try Philosophy
 ? * 
Our offerings for the 
Spring 1996 semester are: 
Course Title
 
Time/Day Satisfies GE area 
Phil 103 
Philosophy of the Person 
0830-092(1  MWF S+11 
1900-2145 R 
Phil 104 Philosophies of Asia 
1900-2145 R V+V 
Phil 107 Philisophy and 
Literature 1900-2145 T V+I I 
Phil 110 Science, Technology, and 1200-1315
 TB V+H 
Human Values 
1330-1445 MW 
Phil 116 Professional and 
Ten sections 
S+Y 
Business Ethics (see Schedule of Classes) 
Phil 122 Social Justice 1500-1615 TB 
S-1-1( 
Phil 100 Philosophy 
of Science 1230-1320  MWF R 
* 
Nationwide, philosophy majors scores first
 among all fields in verbal 
skills  and third inanalytical skills on the 
GREs. 
- - San Jose Mercury 
News,  November 15, 1995 
IP 
full order of 24 dolls but they were 
sold in two weeks. 
As for the vouchers, Weakley 
didn't plan to sell 
them.  
"I'm not bothering 
with it," she 
said. "A kid wants to see something 
under the tree, not in March." 
With hundreds of boxed Barbies 
surrounding her in FAO Schwarz's  
Barbie wing in Seattle, 
Virginia 
Anderson couldn't find the holi-
day version
 of the doll for her 7-
year -old granddaughter. 
It was her second 
strikeout,  but 
she didn't
 let it phase her. Instead, 
she picked up Whitney, a juvenile 
version of Barbie. 
"Children can't get everything 
they 
want, so I am not going to 
look any more," Anderson confid-
ed with a giggle. 
Collectors snapped up the 
store's 48 Happy Holidays Barbies 
before the dolls even made it to 
the shelves, said manager Jeff 
Bryant. 
"Now everybody's looking for 
them," he said, estimating the 
store gets 10 to 15 calls 
per  day. 
In Johlison City, Tenn., doll col-
lectors were buying the Barbies in 
a manner reminiscent of the days 
of Cabbage Patch dolls and 




have  waited 
overnight for stores to let them 
in. 
In Knoxville, Tenn., police were 
called to break
 up a fight for dolls 
when a Wal-Mart 
didn't  have 
enough for 
200  waiting customers. 
The story was 
similar
 at FAO 
Schwarz in Beverly 
Hills, Calif., 
where shoppers




 my God, we 
only got about 
three shipments
 in this store and 
they flew out,"
 said a sales associate 
named Donna, who
 wouldn't give 
her last name. 
"About  three weeks 
ago the boxes
 came in. They 
lasted
 
only. I can't even say three days." 
Site said she saw two 
shoppers 











DAILY  San Jose State University Wednesday,  














































 Center to 
be recycled. 
The  















 SPARTAN DA11.1 
Government









end unfair labor 
practices  
WASHINGTON




 big profits in selling 
sweatshop -made
 apparel, some 
retailers are trying
 to eradicate 
such workplaces,
 and they got a 













patronize  these 
stores, but 
retail  trade 
associations  
say the















Labor  Department's Fair 
Labor 
Trendsetters list








 is made in 









 was a 




































included 11.11c signed the National 







in ice and ethical busi-
ness 
practices"  in the apparel 
industry. 
"We sincerely 
hope  the 
Department of 
Labor  will continue
 
to pursue agreements
 and ciii, 'rce-
ment 
actions  with manilla( 
!liters,  
the 




 resources on high -
profile but ineffective (public rela-
tions) campaigns," said federation 
President Tracy Mullin. 
Labor SeCTerary Robert B. Reich 
said the companies chosen are 
committed to labor law compli-
ance  and cooperate with law 
enforcement officials.  They also 
educate their suppliers about legal 




 garment industry 
follow 
trends,"  Reich said. 
'Others
 




 he added, by 
making sure 




 workers is not 
part







Reich's list as 
useful to 
consumers in making 
purchasing decisions. 
"In the next  few months, retail-
ers and 








expect you to 
aggress'  IV
 monitor 
your suppliers and not peddle 
sweatshop clothing,'" said league 
President Linda Golodner. 
The league's
 contention was 
supported by a recent survey 
ducted 
for 
for Marymount Universiti 
in suburban Arlington, Va. It 
found 69 percent of Americans
 are
 




 And interviews with holidin 
shoppers seemed to confirm the 
poll.
 
Peggy Zapple of Washington
 
said she would use the list as a 
shopping guide. 
"I don't want to see 
sweatshops  
proliferate,"  she said. "I don't 
want 
to support sweatshops." 
Joe Anderson of Arlington, Va.. 
agreed. 
"I think it's wrong to 
exploit  







Reich stepped up department 







 found 68 Thai nationals 
working under slave -labor condi-
tions, surrounded by a fence 
topped with razor wire. 
The department has 
only 800 
investigators to police the nation's 
6.5 million workplaces, including 
22,000 registered sewing and 
gar-
ment shops 
where more than 







million  in adoption  case 
HUNTINGTON,
 \ 
\  a 
Al')
  at least 
a year 




























giv-  it. They were selling this baby," 
ing their





 told  the state circuit court 
Canadiim  
couple.  


















































































lawyer  Marvin 
Masters 
because






























hiding,  give Stolze
 
alst,
 a«  .used Kessel of see -




have the ing 
another
 
wi,111.III when he 
was 
baby 




baby engaged to 
Ms (.rtttaty.
 






















 to the Calgar
 












dying  U.S. fathers have 
been ballenged since 
1989,  and 
Leavitt, who has a toll -free number 
in Calgary though he is based in 
California, was involved in four. 






defendants declined to comment. 
Kessel was awarded $2 million in 
compensatory
 damages :laid $5.85 
million in 
punitive  damages. The 




should  be divided 




 should pay $5 million 
of the 
punitive  damages and the 
others lesser amounts. 
In March, Canada 
changed its 
adoption 
law to require 






 citizens or 
legally  admit-
ted to 



























Challenger  Willie /howl'
 promises 









 Mayor Frank 
Jordan,  even 




Brown being on 
cam-
era



















the  Voter program. 
The former 
Assembly  speaker, 
who  is leading in the polls, told 
KQED
 he could 
not  fit the appear-
ance in his schedule. 
"We've done more than
 90 
debates or candidates forums so 
far," Johnston said. "I think voters
 
have: had access and will have 
access to view 
and to hear him 
(Brown)."
 
Jordan  told his audience that 
Brown "continues to say 'yes' to 
everybody 
and 'yes' to everything." 
"It's not that he should be 
debating me  he should be 
debating the issues of San 
Francisco," he said. 
Brown was busy Monday 
announcing his plans for San 
Francisco's Municipal Railway. 
His "100-Day Plan for Muni" 
calls for two audits and the 
appointment of a task force. 
Riders, Muni officials, transit 
experts and labor representatives 
would make up the
 task force that 
would develop standards of service 
and recommendations on 
how to 
implement them. Brown said. 
One audit, written by the police, 
would concern driver and passen-
ger safety. The other would deal 
with the installing 20 engines and 
cooling
 systems, a job muni offi-
cials said they don't have the 
money to do. 
Brown promised to fix the tran-
sit system within the first 100 days 
of his 
administration.  
"Muni is in a crisis 
situation
 a 
state of eniergencv," Brown said 





by BART and 
Muni riders. -Buses don't run on 
time,  buses are failing apart, riders 






















'Ibis ear's Student I lealth and Accident Insurance 
Plan.  undcmritten b\ 
the 
Mid -West National life Insurance Compan of .lennessec can 
help
 










 ill help keep ou 110111 
squinmng
 at the high 
COSI
 14.
 lied h \..it C. lk 
smart - be 
pi -crated Can you 
rcaIl 






this polio  can
 be 
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Los makers  gover-
not
 s 
'Tuesday  att.u. ked President 
Chinon's




woi st of all 
possible  
worlds:
 cutting the leder.d funding
 
while







 ever," Rep. 
ThomasI. Blilei. R Va.. 
charged  
at a news conti











Stephen Merrill of New 
Hanipshire.  
Clinton has proposed putting a 
cap on the growth of federal 
Medicaid spending per poor per -
on. while etaining
 the entitle-
mem to coverage for needy fami-
lies, the elderly and disabled. He 




The Republicans want to turn 
Medicaid over to the states in 
block grants, discarding most fed-





States would still have to cover 









ins -II I 
itt 
tilt packages.  
Thompson, 
chairman












Merl ill said, "Per 
capita  caps 
sound like reform.
 It is no reform 
at all."































 strike a 
deal in the next
 three weeks on 
Medicare, 











Gingrich  asserted, 
"you will see 
interest  rates 












 of A.M.A. 
Critical of 
Plait  




































 support efforts to 
lower  the 
level of reductions
 in Medicaid 
funding,"  
according
 to a report 
to 
the AMA's













Give us the 
flexibility.
 We will 
take 





 on Medicaid has 
been in 
effect for a long time. 






 how these 
federal funds are to be used. 
We
 















































 i, the Senate 
Whmwater  Committee about a 





 White House 
counsel William 
Kelinedy  became 
the second 
presidential aide in a 




 what was discussed 
in the conversation,




before  the 
Ni.  

















judge  was making 
against 
President  Clinton. 
Kennedv testified that he told 









































expressed doubt that 
the meeting 




 both Kennedy and 
presi-
dential adviser 














Sen. Orrin Hatch, R
-Utah, 
pointed out that it 
would  be up to 
the Clintons to 
invoke
 the privilege 
and that
 "it would seem to 
me"  
that Kennedy's participation
 in the 
meeting would 
not be covered by 
such a privilege. 
.1-he 
privilege  protects the 
confi-
dentiality of 
conversations  between 
,Illd his 
lawyers. 
Kennedy  said he was not repre-
senting the 
Clintons  at the meet-
ing but was 
there  simply as a 
wit-
ness with 














 meeting could 
be protected by 




Hatch,  R -Utah 
Senator
 
at the meeting 
were Kendall, 
Denver
 lawyer James Lyons and 
Steve 
Engstrom  of Little Rock. The 







associate White House Neil 
Eggleston.
 
"I wonder if there is any basis on 
which anything at that meeting 
could be protected 
by
 attorney-
client privilege," Hatch said. 




week, after Lindsey 
refused
 
to testify about the Whitewater 
meeting,




Fabiani  said the 
discussion  in 
the 
office  of the 
Clintons'
 lawyers 
did not touch 
on the U.S. attorney 
in 
Little Rock, Ark., removing
 her-





 there had been 
no









was gathered by the 
White  House a 
week and a half after
 the meeting. 
Fabiani added that the 
White 
House wanted to try to 
work out 
with the Senate 
committee  the 












 the meeting. The noti-







with the matter, who







 about his two  
discussions
 in August 
1993  with 










that  Hale would 
allege 







prominent  Arkansas 
politi-
cians at 










Jean  Lewis 
alleged 
that




































































 a letter 
to
















































said  in a 
























 on the 
eve  of her 
investigation
 into a 
savings  and 
loan 

































 he had 
forged  a 
document





























 Catlin ism all 
tier again. mid 
14,4






ic  first rule of special
-interest politics. 
sour position on 
the merits is 
timbatiamg, launch an 




was signed by Nan Aron, 
president of 
the Alliance for Justice,
 a 
coalition of civil 
rights  and public interest 
lobbying 
groups.  A similar complaint
 had 
been filed in 










 Mb lilt osh had 
dis-
t, tinned a 
document
 resembling the 
Alliance's letterhead,
 put porting to list 
amounts of federal grants 
received by its 
member
 organizations. It included 
no
 dis-
claimet s.,i ing it had been prepared by 
McIntosh's  staff, and listed grants for 
at
 
least two groups that 
say they receive no 
federal money. 
Then 
during  a floor discussion on Nov. 
1, McIntosh 
quoted  Aron as saying, "We 
are not 
going  to tell you ... how much tax-
payer dollars
 go to our membership."
 In 
fact,  Aron said, she told McIntosh the 
opposite at the bearing. 
She said McIntosh aide John Praed had 
sought to intimidate her 
group, requiring 
answers to a long list of 
intrusive  questions 
and asking for a two-hour
 inteniew before 
the hearing. 
Alliance 
counsel Deborah Lewis asked 
for more time 
because




 and Praed 
asked  how 
many 
people in the office
 would be 
observing
 the holiday, 
Lewis  said. When 
she told 
him  she would be 
off  that day, 
Praed 
asked,  "Does that 
mean
 you have to 








Praed  also had contacted 
at 
least one group
 allied with the 
American 
Arts Alliance,
 which is a 
member  of the 
Alliance for 
Justice,  and  asked 
for mailing 
labels

















I   
I.tepre-


















 said Louis 


















 plan to 
freeze wages 
for 5 million 
public  
employees
 and cut 
their  retire-
ment 
benefits  in an 
effort to slash
 
a $65 billion 
budget
 deficit  an 
overhaul
 needed in part to get 
France ready
 for a common 





 bone of contention is 
Juppe's plan to make some public 
workers pay social 
security taxes 
for an extra 2 1/2 
years,  for a total 
of 40 years, which would bring 
them in line with 




strike continues," said 
Marc 








 his intention of 
sticking  
to the government's 
plan. "France 
is at a 
crossroads,"  he told the 
Ii lilies I 
Alt0 Insurance,  
younger 
drivers
 can rely on nur 
experience and 
reputation  tor 
quality At AAA  
we've
 earned 
that trust with 
 Competitive rates 
for  
younger drivers 
 Good driver discounts 
up to 20% 
 Claims service at 
more
 
than 70 offices 









Mention this ad for a free gift. 





-Sunnyvale  Rd 
 Los Gatos 




 Hill Rd 





Miramortic  Avc 
I San Jose.Oakridge 
408 





























Later, in a 
nationally  televised 
address, the 
prime minister said 
bowing to union 
pressure and 
withdrawing the
 plan "would be 
against 





choked the French 
capital 
today,














 than in 
previous  days. It 
was 
unclear 
whether  that 






















 they still 
carry only 
a fraction of 
the  millions 
of suburban 
commuters  who nor-
mally depend 
on
 public transit. 
The strike spread among public 
workers with a teachers'
 walkout 
Tuesday. But the call has only been 
partially
 followed in the various 
public services, and largely 
ignored by private 
sector  workers. 
More than 350,000 people 
demonstrated Tuesday in 
cities 
around France in 
protests  that at 
times turned violent. Strikers 
clashed with police in 
Paris  and 
wounded 21 officers
 in Nantes in 
the 




 called on the 
premier to make the first move 
with "a significant 
gesture" to the 
workers. 
But Justice Minister Jacques 
Toubon today 
cautioned:  "It's 
clear that we can't negotiate the 
reform. Changes 
are  necessary and 















 Aid Seminar 
Learn 
how to: 
 Simplify the 
process with financial 
aid experts from 
top area schools 
 
Select  the best 
financial
 aid options 
 Complete the required
 forms 































 said she, too, had






 for Tax Reform 
mailed postcards 
to her political 
support-
ers
 calling her "the 
original
 tax-dollars -for-
lobbyists  welfare 
queen." 
Slaughter is a 
leading
 opponent of legis-
lation 
proposed
 by McIntosh that
 would 
cut off 




 in advocacy 











lds  studi? o 
1.0S \ NGELES (Al')  
Lured Its 
the biggest incentive 
package  
tier
 offered by the 
city, 
DreamWorks SKG has 
reported-
ly 
decided  to build a 
studio  and 
office complex on 














 lot in an 
unincorporated 
Los Angeles 
County  area of the 
Hollywood
 








could generate about 
$500  mil-
lion in new taxes 
and fees over 
15 years for the
 city, county and 
state governments. 
If the deal clears 
several 
bureaucratic hurdles, the 100 -
acre Playa Vista site now owned 
by real estate development firm 
Maguire Thomas Partners will 
be transformed into a "creative 
campus" where more than 
7,000
 people work. 
The City Council 
must 
approve the plan; DreamWorks 
officials must finalize deals to 
bring several multimedia part-
ners to the site; and financing 
must be arranged. 
DreamWorks executives said 
dies will not comment until 
next week, but city officials Were 
already expressing elation. 
"Symbolically, this shows that 
LA. is back and we are the 
place to do business," Mayor 
Richard Riordan told the Los 
Angeles Times. "DreamWorks 
will also be a draw 
for many 
other interactive media -type 
companies and even other 
types of 
businesses."  
Riordan and other city offi-
cials have been struggling to 
reverse the city's image as busi-
ness-unfriendly. 
Studies by DreamWorks and 
the city showed the project 
could have cost $700 million. 
The incentive package cuts 
costs by eliminating most of $50 
million in street 
construction  
and transportation expenses, 
allowing for the state to pay for 
street and freeway improve-
ments, halving the cost of link-
ing the complex to the city 
sewer system to $12 million,  
allowing payment of about $10 
million in upfront 
electrical 
connection costs to be paid 
over as long as 25 years, and 
reducing licensing and utility 
user taxes. The latter element 
of the plan was said to be very 
much in flux. 









Enterprise, me of America's fast growing and
 largest privately held compa-
nies, b currently expanding in 
the  Bay Area. Ideal candidates will be motivated, 
make -it -happen people
 who will have the ability to 
follow  our fast paced 
Management Training Piwgrain where growth and financial rewards come quickly. 
1  




 a plus 
 All promotions  
to management 100% from within 
 All promotions 
based on performance and merit 
 Management incomes yearly 
530,000-575,000  salary 
 Full benefits package including profit sharing and 401K 
Enterprise is America's
 largest rental car company with over 2,043)  locations and more than 
18,000 
employees.
 If you are energetic and success 
driven, we want to hear from you 
For Menlo Park,
 Palo Alto, San lose,
 Santa
 Cruz & Monterey




at 400467-1300 or send resume to 
Enterprise 
Rent-A-Car  
226 Airport Parkway, Ste 600 
San Jose, CA 90110 
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Camera
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Lane's, Muclia's & met 
Siitgle
 or Doubles 
MEEK AVAILABLE 
llmi- Gym  Alunday-Eriday 
I, Present this 
coupon  when ordcritv 






 Full Menu Available 
 30 
Regulation  Tables 
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San
















 & Medium 
Fountain Drink 
for $4.59 
CARING BY . 
 
uwi 
349 South Bascom 
At Bascom
 & San Carlos 
San Jose  297-7400 
The Old
 Spaghetti 
Factory  is the 
perfect
 place for 
your 
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LUNCH  BUFFET 
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expires  03/31/96 
1.0 
-- 2 for 1 --
Two Lunch
 Buffets 

















 (in (I CI penin 
898 Lincoln Ave. 
(between Coe 
& Parkmoor) 





























































Retail  Prices 
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Each.   
AITORDAILit  
Prices quoted are for a one color print on 
white 100015 cotton
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faseam Clara. Cot 
1111034
 








 395 - 6006 
145 North 






EA . to northstar's 
acdvity
 center for a 
t31 all
-day lift ticket (regularly $43). Valid 










Step into a pair of Bravoblade GLX" skates and step on it. And when you want to 
"( stop, do it on all eight wheels. Thanks to its new ABT" braking system, stopping 
is easier than ever. And with a three-buckle Memory Closure System'', vents 
to cool you, and a lightweight boot, cuff, and
 frame, this skate will take you 
where you want to go. And
 where you want to stop. 
Bravoblade GLX skates are priced to 
stop you right now at 
WALNUT










771  - 6886 




















































































































































timing of the 
propos-
al's  tax 
cuts,  the 
precise 















Medicare  and 
Medicaid  
would  be 















































week Tuesday as 
bargailiers
 









 won't like what 
they come up 
with,"  said Senate 
Majority Leader 
Bob Dole, R-Kaii., 
who 
said  he spoke 






Democratic  plan. "At 
least  
that's what he told 






 insisted that 
bargaining cannot go very far until
 
Democrats  produce a detailed 
seven-year plan
 to eliminate the 
deficit. The GOP pushed its 
own  




deeper cuts and bigger tax reduc-
tions than Clinton 
prefers.  The 
Li 
We probably won't like 
what









 that's at least a 
start. 
Bob Dole, R. Kan. 
Senate Majority Leader 
president is likely to 
veto  it this 
week. 
Democrats said they hoped their 
plan's presentation would 
force  
Republicans  to reveal how they 
would protect Clinton's top priori-
ties  Medicare, 
Medicaid,  educa-
tion and environment 
programs 
 from slashes




"We're also hopeful at some 
point Republicans would be willing 
to put down an offer that responds 
to out concerns," 
White  House 
chief of staff Leon Panetta told 
reporters. 
One immediate point of con-
tention was sure to be the econom-
ic projections on which the plan 
is 
being based. White House officials, 
spealung 
on condition of 
anonymi-
ty, said the measure was basecl on 
estimates by their own Office of 
Nlanagement and Budget. Its fore-
, asts are more 
optimistic  than 
'hose
 used by Congress and 
would 
rfillift- $475 billion less
 in savings 
to 
eliminate the deficit. 





...aid it would be "very hard to 
negotiate"
 if the White House 
package were based on its rosier 
economic projections.
 
"It's like negotiating two 
differ-
ent things," Domenici told 
reporters  as bargaining
 began. 
"Like a soccer field and a football 
field." 
Panetta said he expected the 
package to be unveiled
 by the end 
of this 
week. But in a sign that 

















  Republicans and 






 that could 
lead to appointment
 of a special counsel
 to 
investigate
 Speaker Newt 
Gingrich's con-
duct, 








Tuesday  to support appointing
 an outside 
lawyer to investigate 
whether
 Gingrich, R-
Ga., misused U.S. tax 
law in raising tax-
deductible contributions 
for a college 
course he taught. 
A complaint filed a year ago
 contends that 
the college course was really 
a fund-raising 
tool of the Gingrich-led political action com-
mittee, GOPAC. The complaint says that if 
the course was political rather than educa-
tional, the tax-deductible donations
 were 
improper. 
The sources were all familiar with the 
negotiations but would not be quoted 
by
 
name. No further developments were 
expected 
Tuesday  night, although private 
discussions were espy( led Wednesday. The 
committee will also 
schedule a meeting 
today. 
The committee's five Democrats are con-
cerned that the
 panel's five Republicans 




imposing  such a tight rein that the inves-
tigator could not range beyond the tax ques-
tion.  
Democrats
 want the probe, for instance, 
to include whether the course material  
produced with a 
taxpayer  subsidy  was 
Improperly turned into 
Gingrich's  commer-
cial book, "To Renew 
America."  
One consideration under discussion by 
Democrats is to allow Republicans to deter-
mine the scope of the counsel's powers  
but let the Democrats choose the counsel, 
the sources said. 
All committee members are aware that 
the outside counsel who investigated former 
Speaker Jim Wright, D -Texas, Richard 
Phelan, aggressively expanded the initial 
charges brought against Wright by Gingrich. 
Wright resigned 
from office before the 
committee reached a 
decision  on his guilt or 
innocence. 
GOPAC documents released last week by 
the Federal Election Commission in a civil  
lawsuit against the GOP 
committee
 have 
complicated the discussions, the sources 
said. 
Those documents, according to the EEC, 
show that the Gingrich -led GOPAC was try-
ing to influence federal elections  espe-
cially Gingrich's own  before it was legally
 
registered as a federal PAC. 
The Republican offer for a special coun-
sel would not include a probe of whether 
Gingrich violated federal election laws as 
GOPAC's leader. Democrats want
 to include 
those allegations, highlighted in the docu-
ments. 
No ethics complaint has been filed involv-
ing these documents, but House Democratic 
Whip David Bonior,
 D -Mich., said he would 
file one soon. 
Meanwhile, the committee chairman, 
Rep. Nancy Johnson, said Tuesday she was a 
guest speaker at a few GOPAC events  not 
a key player  and asserted she has no con-
flict of interest in the investigation. 
The Connecticut Republican acknowl-
edged that as a leader of moderate 
Republicans,  she spoke in person to GOPAC 
meetings  




briefings of candidates 
backed by 
the tit ganization. Johnson said 
she did the 







 to ha \ a conflict
 of 




need to have organizational responsibilities 
or a need 
to have some ongoing responsibil-
ities within that organization, and I had 
nont  
she told reporters as she 
headed into a closed meeting of 
her  panel. 
"My relationship to GOPAC has been as a 
guest 
speaker  and I 
consider,
 therefore, that 
I have no conflict of interest." 
All five Republicans on the Committee on 
Standards of 
Official  Conduct  the ethics 
committee  have had varying degrees of 
involvement with GOPAC. 
Rep. Steven Schiff, R-N.M., was the latest 
to admit a connection, saying Tuesday, "I 
think I was at one" GOPAC event. He could-
n't recall ail% details and said such problems 
were inevitable in "a peer review' 
The 
ciiiigiessional
 watchdog Common 
Cause tried to increase the pressure on 
Johnson, demanding in a letter that she 
abstain from further involvement in the 
Gingrich case and announce her supy,rt 
for an outside counsel that Dem. 
ic
 rats have 
wanted for months. 
Common Cause President Ann McBride 
said the investigation of Gingrich has 
"reached a crisis point" and questioned 
whether the House ethics process "can sur-

















 tuned equipment 










































ation as it 





massive  than 
Earth.







































expected  effects 
of 
Jupiter's 
environment,"  said 
Matt 
Landano, 




"but  we won't 
know  how 
well a job





 $1.6 billion mission 
hits a high point 
Thursday after-




 from the 
orbiter
 in July slams 




phere at  
106,000  miles an 
hour. It 
will slow










will tell the 
mothership  what it 
sees 
inside Jupiter's












 melt and 
vaporize, but 
the signals it 
transmits  to the 2 
I 2 -ton 
orbiter will give 
man his 
first view 
of the inner 
reaches  of 
one of 
the










clues to the 
formation












mission,  and at 
NASA's Ames 
Research  Center 
in Mountain 
View,




to be satisfied with
 just a few 
delayed confirmations
 that the 
probe  is sending signals 
and  that 
the orbiter 




 minutes to travel 
from 
Jupiter to Earth. 
No pictures
 or atmospheric data 
will be accessible







 recorder and 
its  
computer
 is relayed to 
Earth 
through
 Deep Space 
Network sta-
tions in California,











down  the 
hatches and 



























 .ind atmospheric 
pres-
before 
coma(  t is cut off and 












 !!!  hit
 













 hugest moon 














7,71, million miles from Earth, 
N.Vs. \ s,Ieiltists sent radio signals 
to 'mike some on board software 
and hardware a 
little less respon-
sive
 to disruptions to ensure it car-
ries











,list  option in 
communi-
C when the
 Sun blocks the 
path 
between Earth and Jupiter
 
from Dec. 12 to 
Dec.

























 granting the 
wish  of He 




appellate  tion 
of
 four members 
of the white 
court  ordered Alley 
to step clown, 
supremacist, 
anti-Semitic  group 
saying that 
while  he had 
conduct-  "The 
Order."  They were 
charged 
ed himself 
professionally,  "we 
con-
 in the 1984 
slaying
 of Alan Berg, a 
DENVER
 (Al')  
Hie judge 







presided  over 
the  
desegrega-
 could not 
help but harbor
 doubts 
























































"The judge who 
succeeds to this 
that three-month





 Ric hard P. 
case 
will have to bear a 
dreadful









and  I wish
 


















Court  of 
Appeals.
 
Matsch, 65, a 
graduate  of the 
suit, long 
















































appointed  to the 
Denver bench 
by lawsuit that 
brought
























of high -profile 
that
 order in 
Stim



















procedure was per- 
fetus has
 not 








































Monday  from Seattle, 
match  is 
not
 needed, he said. 
into the
 fetus,  
where
 he discussed
 his work 
at
 an 







done  on a 
American  







































































into the dent -elect








cavity  of 
the







boy  was 
born 
five




2 weeks of 
gesta-  Center, 
said 


























































































profile  of 
Matsch  in the 
1995 
Almanac





attorneys  who 
cau-
uoned, "If 

















 h will be 
an







years  of 









 la. e 

























 ito t 



















Prosecutors want the 
trial held 
in Oklahoma 
so that victims and 
families 
can  easily attend. 
Alley had
 agreed to 
move  the 
trial 
to Lawton, 





Oklahoma OM it is 
SChedilled  to 
begin MaC' 17. 
Mats( h 
could  decide 
to
 move 






 aseload and 
administrative duties
 as chief 
judge. 
"It's going







I out ola el is law professor 
Stan 
Goldfus.'  Isaid. 
would Hot be surprised to 
hear him 
































 I zadr: 
Tom Daschle, D-S.D., 
said, "Don't 
toted on 
it. We're not 
there  yet." 
In June, Clinton proposed cut-
ting taxes by $110 billion over the 
next SeVell yeats 
Sen.
 James Exon 
of Nebraska,
 rariking Democrat on 
the  Senate Budget Committee, 
said the 
administration  wanted to 
keep
 that figure, but he 
said many 
lawmakers




 postponed for 
several years until the
 deficit is on 
its 
way down. 
"Most of us feel there should be 
a dramatic reduction" in the tax 
cut, he said. 




Exon also said the new White 
House plan "stuck fast"
 to its June 
proposal for $124 billion in reduc-












 (Al')  For 
about million 
taxpayers, filing a 
return to the Internal Revenue 
Service next year could be as easy 
as a 
picking up a telephone and 
punching in some numbers.
 
The IRS announced Tuesday it 
will expand its TeleFile program 




Next month, 23 million taxpay-
ers 
who  use Form 1040EZ will be 
mailed special booklets giving 
them the option of filing by tele-
phone. The IRS predicts 3 million 
will take advantage of the pro-
gram, up from 680,000 this year. 
For the first time next year, the 
process will be completely paper -
less. Taxpayers
 will end their call 
by using a 
personal identification 
number, which will substitute for a 
signature. Previously, taxpayers 
had to follow up a telephone 
return by mailing a signature 
form.
 
Telephone -filing began in 1992 
as a small pilot
 project and this 
year was 
available  to eligible tax-
payers in 10 
states:




C.atolina, West Virginia. 




eligible,  taxpayers must 
receive
 a TeleFile booklet contain-
ing their personal identification 
'lumber. They also must be single 
with no dependents, have taxable 
income of less than $50,000,
 have 
interest income of less than $400 
and live at the same address
 :LC LAM 
sear. 
During 
the call, which should 
last about 10 minutes, taxpayers 
follow the nine
 steps outlined on a 
work 
sheet  and the recorded -voice 
instructions. which are available in 
English
 and Spanish. 
Using push-button 
telephones. 
they enter their 
Social  Security  
!lumbers. :iitSN'er
 two yes -no ques-




 from their W-2
 
forms,
 their total wages,
 federal 
tax withheld and 
taxable  interest. 
After 
a pause. a recorded
 soice 
tells the taxpayer's 
federal adjust-
ed gross income, taxable income 
and refund due or 
additional  tax 
owed. At the 
end, a six -digit confir-
mation number is provided for 
use if there are questions later. 
Telephone
 filers will not be able 






refunds. For that, taxpayers must 
provide their bank information 
on
 
a new paper 
Form 8888. 
IRS 
Commissioner  Margaret 
Milner 
Richardson  said telephone 
returns contain fewer errors,  are 
easier to process for 
the  IRS and 


















































Fri, Dec 15 
Sat, 









Wed, Dec 20 
Thurs, 
Dec 21 

































converge  on Santa 




and  the knight Rider 
ar." Paul 
said. "I've 
put $18,000 into modet noing
 this 
car, and making it futunstic." 
The car. which Paul said is 
a work in 
progress, is lowered, painted pearl blue with 
matching 
colored
 custom wheels, tinted win-
dows and a 3,000
 watt custom built stereo. 
Mans of the other 
cruisers have equally' 
elaborate cars, ranging 
from restored cars 
from 
the 1950s to customized
 modern 
Japanese and European sedans. 
Most of the 
cruisers
 travel in cars packed 
with up to eight passengers. 
At stop lights cruisers
 check out the passen-
gers in 
neighboring
 cars and the people sit-
ting on the curb at bus stops. 
Groups  of pedestrians
 and cars gather 
along the 
route  at parking 
lots.  
'The
 uising scene 




Not  them California. 





Sar t amento 
Monterey,"  said Gabriel. 
"A 
lot of the problem




 town," said Police




district  supervisor 
for





 is they 







 came to the
 strip 





spend a few 
hours here to kick 
it
 after a hard 
clays work," 
said Albert, 30, 





See Into The Night, page 13 
P1101 i 
us 
ERR MAN  SPAR1AN DAILY 
ABOVE:  Paul, 25, poses in his 
Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme
 which he has equipped 
with exterior lights, 
a PA 
system  with a driver's seat 
microphone  and a 3,000 watt 
stereo.  He cruises in his 
"modernized"  car 
every 
weekend
 on Santa Clara 
Street.  
After Saturday's victorious San Jose Sharks game exiting
 fans emerge into the cruising traffic that takes over Santa Clara Street on weekend nights. 
PHOTO BY ERIC GRIGORIAN  SPARTAN [Max 
ABOVE: San Jose 
police officers administer a 
breathalyzer  test on an 
unidentified
 man who was 
pulled over for doing 
doughnuts  with his pickup 









RIGHT: At First and Santa 
Clara Streets, this 
missing 
person poster watches over 
the turmoil on the busy inter-
section. Pictured in the poster 
is a 16 year 
old San Jose girl 
who is believed to have dis-
appeared  
from  downtown 
San Jose a week ago. 





Its I ;Rit 
 SPARTAN Daily 
PHOTO BY ERIC GRIGORIAN  SPARTAN DAILY 
ABOVE: Police subdue club
-goers who brawled outside Club 













San Jose State 
University  




















corner,  ten young





 their belts. On 









wenteng  to go in. Across the %aril,





masers until one stops and 







Officer  Longoria, 







alcohol,  drugs, 





 he said. To address the




actively  enforcing an anti -cruising ordinance that's 
been








is often set 
up on Santa 
Clara Street on Friday and 
Saturday
 
nights  to 
deter cruising and check for 





 checkpoint, the car's license plate is record-
ed in a 
computer.
 
The  second 
time they pass, a 




 If a 
car passes through  a third time, 






 parking kit of Chevron, at the corner of Fourth Street and 
Santa Clara, four 
ears are
 parked together
 with a 





One  car 
turns  up its stereo
 and three 





cruisers  say they routinely bypass
 the checkpoint by cutting 
around it 
on side streets. "We know 















 Longoria said. it's the young ones from out of 
town who usually
 end up 
getting hurt. They aren't very street savvy, and 
don't know 
how  dangerous 
it








where,  after exchanging 
words between 
cars at a light,
 one 
car  began following and then 
chasing
 another. When 
they finally stopped at 10th
 Street 
and  Tully Road, a 
passenger in the pur-
suing car emerged with a handgun and fired
 shots into the other vehicle. 
One 
passenger  ended











problems that are 
aggravated
 by alcohol in many cases.
 
1:10 a.m.- A pith -up truck has been 
pulled  over on Third Street 
by
 Santa Clara. 
The driver is given afield 
sobriety
 test. After refusing a breathalyzer test, the driver 
is hand -ruffed
 and taken to jail. 
PHOTO  HY ERIC  
GI(1,;()ItIAN
  SPAR 
IAN  DAILY 
As 20,000 Sharks fans leave the Arena, police shut down Santa Clara Street for up to ten minutes
 for the pedestrian crowds. 
"We get a lot of DUls out here," Longoria said. here are bars all oel 
here and all they do is liquor people up. So what happens whets they 
leave? They don't ride light rail, and the buses have stopped running." 
13y 1:30 a.m. Saturday, the musing mired peaks with many joining in as they 
leave clubs that are closing down. 
"Some people come for the clubs and they still want some 
excitement  
after-hours and start driving around," Longoria said. "Then we get a 
spontaneous cruise." 
1:56 a.m.- The crowds at the nightelubs are pushed out into the 
streets  as the 
clubs dose down. Hundreds of
 
people spill out en mass 
at
 each of the many clubs 
around 
downtown.  Several fights erupt outside the Oasis nightclub. At San Jose 
Live, the crowd disperses across the street to the parking 
lot,
 where most of them get 
into ears. Out of the hundreds leaving the 
dub,
 only one person gets into a taxi. 
After 2 a.m., youth patrol officers routinely
 shut down several streets to 
control spontaneous 
cruising.
 By 3 a.m., the crowds have left the street, 
now nearly empty, until the next night. 






(Al')  San Francisco 
Police
 Chief Anthony Ribera took 
the witness stand Tuesday and 
bluntly denied
 claims he sexually 
harassed a former policewoman. 
Speaking for the most part in a 
level but emphatic tone, Ribera 
responded, "l'slo," "That is not 
true," and "That's absolutely
 not 
true," to a number of the allega-
tions presented to him by the 





Welsh alleges that, among other 
things, Ribera forced kisses on 
her, 
made sexual remarks that embar-
rassed her and gave her a pair 
of 
expensive sold earrings. 
The chief 
vehemently  denied 
another of Welsh's claims  that 
he retaliated against her after she 
went public. 
"I resent that question. That's 
absolutely not
 true," he said. "I 
have not done anything punitive." 
Ribera 
was  called by Welsh's 
attorneys as a hostile witness, part 
of their strategy to establish his 
denials on the record and then 
attempt to 
prove  him wrong. 
Welsh claims Ribera harassed 
her in a 
series of incidents in late 
1989 and early 1990 when he was a 
lieutenant and 
her  supervisor, and 
again in 1992-93 when he was chief 
and she was his public affairs 
spokeswoman. 
Her lawsuit was filed too late to 
seek damages 
for the first set of 
alleged incidents, but she is 
allowed to talk about them in 




 denied that he 
ever tried to kiss Welsh or told her 
he was attracted to her. He said he 
never saw the earrings she says he 
gave her
 for Christmas 1989 and 
all office presents were bought and 
wrapped by his wife. 
The chief said he didn't recall 
telling Welsh, as she alleges, 




 question. That's absolutely not true.
 I have 
not done 
anything  punitive. 
Anthony Ribera 
San Francisco Police Chief 
when the lights went out in the 
Hall of Justice after the Oct. 17, 
1989, earthquake. "If I did, there 
was a cast of thousands there to 
hear 
me say it," he added. 
Ribera was also asked about
 an 
instance in which Welsh alleges he 
told her, "Kiss me, kiss me, Joanne. 
You owe me," 
in connection with 
some female recruits whose jobs 




 sort of 
joke, but 
believes he was talking to 
another female officer who was 
also present. 
"1 didn't see 
anything  offensive," 
he said. 
Welsh, 34, quit this scar. Her 
suit, which seeks unspc, ihid  dam-
ages, 
contends  her working condi-
tions had become intolerable and 
she had no choice but to resign. 
Court
 says front-page
 smut can be 
public  
VENTURA
 (AP)  A city can 
require 
tabloids
 with sexually 
explicit front pages
 to be sold from 
newsrack.s that 
shield  the bottom 
two-thirds of the front 
page from 
view, a state




District Court of 
Appeal  upheld most of a 
Santa 
Barbara
 newsrack ordinance, 
but 
narrowed it in a 
way that prompt-
ed a claim of victory
 by a lawyer for 




"We can live with
 this," said 
attorney Stanley Fleishman. 
"The  
ordinance as 
construed by the 
Court of Appeal doesn't put any 
burden on us 
that
 we don't have 
under the state law." 
City 
Attorney Daniel Wallace 
could 







November  1993, 
applies
 to publi-


















































live with this. This ordinance as construed by 
the 
Court  of Appeal doesn't put any 
burden  on us that 
we don't have 
under  the state law. 




 by Wayne 
Berry, distributor of the "L.A. 
X...Press." The court 
said  the pub-
lication
 was mostly devoted to ads 
for massage parlors, "adult" enter-
tainment and personal 
ads,  with a 
sprinkling of news articles and 
reviews. One front
 page cited by 
the court pictured two women who 
were naked from the waist tip 
except for a few pieces of 
cloth. 
Berry 
argued  that the ordinance 
needlessly prevented adults from 
viewing front pages they were 
legally entitled to 
see,
 hurting 
sales, lie said the purpose of the 
law could be accomplished
 less 
intrusively by attaching a sticker 








Court Judge Patrick McMahon 
upheld the ordinance and said the 
blinder 
could  be required on a 
publication that contained 
harm-
ful matter, regardless of the front 
page. The appeals court disagreed 
in part. 
"The front-page harmful matter 
is the
 source
 of the evil to he reme-
died," said Justice Kenneth Vegan 
in the 3-0 ruling. He said 
McMahon must reconsider the 





But the court said the city was 
entitled to require newsrack 

























































































































































sold  in 
Puerto  
Rico






















































































































































ly displayed hal o dill matter. Vegan 
said Berry had failed to show that 
warning stickers would serve the 
same purpose of protecting
 
"Tim fact that sales of the publi-
cation may decline when blinder 




access  to these mate-
rials,- 
Vegan said. "The First 
Amendment  is not a sword to 
e marketing 
tactics,  nor is it 
a shield for peddlers of 
erotica to 
expose their 






 said state law alreads lot 
bidsnewsrock 
display  of certain 







same material that would !Luc
 to 
be shielded








It'll is 1.111. 
being
 





of Fleishmaii's in a 
ft -dc's









iing harmful matter in 
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 isin Bill Maher. 























her  account dus 
sear. 
Welsh said the 
trip,  paid for by 
Maher, was the setting of his wed-
ding 
proposal.  
She said about 
$38,000  of the 
money in her account came
 from 
her 
retirement  funds when she 
quit the department. She testified 
Maher did advance her money. as 















Ribera. The das helot, she 
out-
lined her charges in si si 
ii,  
ow 
with the San Frani 
is,. Examiner. 
Maher and Ribero had a stormy 
meeting in the chiefs office. 
Hoeper asked Welsh a numbet 







 We've had 
difficulties.  we've 
had conflicts," 
Welsh said. "We've 
had all the things that a 
relation-
ship goes
 through with the great 
addition" of the case in 
question.  
Hoeper also asked Welsh about 
her claims that retaliation at work 
forced her out. 
"No
 one told you to resign, did, 
they?"
 she said. 
Hoeper asked Welsh
 if, in fact, 
she had not 
talked
 about 011e day 
returning
 to the department. 
Welsh said she has told people 
she is "fighting for my job." 
"I believe that 
my job should 
have never been taken away from 
me. I 
believe I have been 
wronged,  she said. 
Mousketeer says children 
traumatized by characters 
sNAJIEINI
 rAP)  MCI 
NI. iseketeer
 contends in a lawsuit 
her grandchildren were trauma-
tized after a robbery in 
Disiws land's parking lot whets 
park guards took them 
to an office 
whet e then. saw 
Disnes.  characters 
taking off thcii 
a.,(11Ines.  
Bat.' ,fr.111 NI. as and relatives 
allege OW% Wt.fe subjected to hours 
of questioning se, units guards 
as well 
as -ha 







d! en its the Icahn that the 
Disney  
(ILII,ILleis %set
 L. in Li( t. 
make  









asks for unspecified  












Disties land offit LAS did not 












 Club" and 
was a member 
of the troupe that 
performed at Disneyland. 
si
 























returning  to the car with 
her daughter and three grandchil-
dren Aug. 17 after a dos in the 
pink when a gunman robbed 























The lawsuit said the family 
lost 
51,650 as well 




security  was inade-
quate and claimed guards 
held  
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 and child 
counselor  ac-
cording to section 49B0 37 
of
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SPORTS
 
San Jose State University 






in two games 
Loi
 
1.at  Rr1s01  
The SIM. hockey team (13-4) scored 22 points 
List weekend and left a taste of victory in the air 
that even the San Jose Sharks (4-18-4) 




 coach John Yanacakis, 
who must have felt like Sharks coach Kevin 
Constantine, just couldn't take it after Saturday 
night's 11-0 blow out and Friday's 11-3 loss at the 
Ice Center of San Jose. 
The Spartans scored eight 
goals  in the second 
period,
 which may have contributed to Yanacakis' 
daring words at referees. Yaiiacakis 
was escorted 
out of the 
building  and then
 
refused
 to let his team 
take the ice for the third period. 
SJSU forward Danny 
Thebeau  led all scorers 
with four 






one assist in the game raising his
 season 
point total to 43. 
Goahender 
Chris  Heathman made 
nine  saves at 
the net for his second 
shutout  of the season. 
In Friday's game
 SJSU forwards Tony 
Destro  and 
Scott Mitdeman both scored two goals. 
Destro had four assists and
 Mitdeman con-
tributed two
 more. SJSU outshot 
Moorpark  50-14, 
taking  20 of those shots in the second
 period. 
The only thing not so perfect 
about the evening 
was SJSU forward Brent
 Faulhaber's game miscon-
duct penalty for 
butt
-ending. He will miss 
the next 
two games. 
Die  SJSI hacks team's next 
ganv is Thursday 
against the 
l'niveryity  of Nevada Rena at 4p.m. 
in the













 top 10 
phi% tumbling out in rapid succession from the
 
richest tennis tournament
 in the world, Boris 
Becker squeezed into the 
quarterfinals of the 
Grand Slam Cup
 Tuesday. 
Becker had to 
battle
 hard to beat Cedric 
Pioline  
of France 6-1, 6-7 
(2-7), 9-7. 
While Becker,
 ranked No. 4 in the
 world, 
advanced
 to the final eight and made 
sure
 of earn-
ing at least $250,000, No. 3 
Thomas Muster and 
No. 5 Michael Chang
 were eliminated. 
Muster,  the French 0 n 
champion, still 
received  $350,000  $230.1 II 
bonus  for winning 
one of 
the Grand Slam 
events  of the season, 
plus 
$100,000 given to all first -round 
losers




 a 40th -ranked Zimbabwean who
 
like Pioline 
qualified  only after the withdrawals of 
second -ranked Andre
 Agassi and 1992 winner 
Michael Stich, who are both 
injured,  beat Muster 
7-6 (7-3). 2-6.6-1. 
Jacco Eltingh, a 
Dutch doubles specialist 
who  is 
ranked No. 43, beat 
Chang  7-6 (12-10), 6-3, with an 
aggressive game on the fast 
carpet surface. 
The tournament invites 16 players with 
the best 
records in the
 four Grand Slam events in a year  
the Australian,
 French and U.S. Opens 
and 
Wimbledon. The 
winner  receives $1.625 million. 
Becker, a three
-time  Wimbledon champion who 
won 
the ATP World Championship in Frankfurt 
last month, easily
 won the first set against Pioline, 
who 
is ranked No. 55. But Pioline picked up his 
game in the
 second set and won the tiebreaker.
 
Becker wasted two
 break points in the 1 I th 
game of the 
third  set, but he broke for 8-7 with a 
brilliant forehand
 passing shot down the line. 
The tournament is played under Grand Slam 
rules, which means there is no tiebreaker in the 
decisive set. Hitting two consecutive
 aces, Becker 
earned three match points. 
Top-ranked Pete Sampras,
 fresh from anchoring 
the I 
.S. victory over Russia in the Davis Cup final 
over the weekend,




In other Wednesday matches, Todd Martin plays 
Sergi Bruguera, Andrei Medvedev
 meets Aaron 
Krickstein and 
Renzo Furlan faces Yeygeny 
K,sfc'ltiikov. 







Bruce Capin watches two students 
in 









 cancelled this 
semester 




 classes face low enrollment
 






 Danthanh Huynh 
sputa,
 Dail, StAff Writer 
Fencing classes were 
1,1111 lilt this 
semester and will not he oflei
 id dur-
ing the spring semester because of 
low enrollment and no instructors to 
teach the
 class, said Susan Wilkinson, 
coordinator of the
 activities program 




 said the class is current-
ly undergoing
 evaluation. 
"We try to offer
 as diverse selection 
of 
classes
 as possible, but we have to 
be aware of the support the classes 
offer for the department in terms of 
finances. It's a delicate balance," she 
said.
 




said the department has had a diffi-
cult time trying to hire a 
new  instruc-
tor to replace him. She said the 
department spent the summer 
I iiInt' 
at eplaCelnelit, but the 
.11H11,1,11l, 
were lint qualified. 
want to offer a cluality pro-































tion of the class. 
She said 
fencing 
classes  had 




With budget cuts, 
students just want 
to go in 
and out of 
school  and 
have no time for 
P.E.
 or art 
classes. 
Janet Falcon 
President of Sparta 
fencing club 
Capin had to 





in foil fencing weir 
offered this semester. Ten 
students  
registered for beginning classes and 
tine student registered for the inter-
mediate class. 
Janet Falcon, president of Sparta 
Fencers' Club, said this year is the 
first
 time in three years that fencing 
classes have faced low enrollment. In 
the previous years, 
fencing classes 
averaged 12 to 15 
students. Falcon 
said 
part of the 
reason for low 












just want to go in 
and out of 
school,"  Falcon 
said. 'They take 
their G.E.s, core, 
and major classes 
and have no time for P.E. or art class-
es." 
Currently she and the 
other  club 
members are 
trying  to pout together a 
brochure  to advertise the sport. 
The club's goal is to offer free 
introductory 
fencing  classes for any-
one interested 
in the sport during 
the spring semester. 
Falcon said the Gender Equity 
Committee approached Sparta 
Fencers'
 Club members early 
November and asked them if they 
would give a 
presentation  on making 
the women's fencing
 team a varsity 
sport. 
The club had to include informa-
tion about its budget plan, travel 
expenses, and benefits to SJSU, for 
colisideration of NCAA varsity status. 
Along with lacrosse, field hockey, 
water polo, bowling, and badminton, 
the committee is currently weighing 
the pros and cons of giving fencing 
NCAA varsity status.
 
Carolyn  Lewis, associate athletic 
director and 
co-chair  of the Gender 
Equity Committee, said the commit-
tee is looking into the information 
provided and gathering more infor-
mation. It 
will  forward recommenda-
tions to the 
athletic department. 
The final decision to give the fenc-
















'CANON  YAM MOM 
REALITY CHECK BY DAVE WIIANIMONI) 
BOUND & 
GAGGED BY DANA 
SUMMERS 



















































BEND. Ind. (AP) - 
Notre Dame coach Lou
 Holtz 
doesn't know when his 
coaching  
career will end. He does knows 
where it will end. 
Holtz and Notre Dame offi-
cials have reached an open-
ended agreement that allows 













































PLAN  I 
Only 
$57.00  per year. 
Save 30%.
 60% 















 ats. motivated 
individuals.  





























For free catalog 
send sase to 








Monitor, 14.4 mon). & mud) 
more. Cali 288.8592
 $930. oto. 
TOSHIBA LAPTOP 486/33 MHZ/  
200HD 12 RAM, Color. A 
Steal Deal! 
Call 2954342. $1200 obo. 
AUTOS 
FOR  SALE 
1990 GEO 
STORM  Excellent 
condition.  5 sp.,





FOR ONE PERSON. 
No pets. $490 per mo. $300 sec. 
dep. Parking. Call 259.7040. 
SJSU INTERNATIONAL CENTER 
5 
minute Weir to-earn:I:us 
Newly 
furnished  rooms 
Wellequipped
 student kitchen 
*Computer
 




For American & International 
Students. 
Call
 9246570 or stop by 
for a tour. 360S. 11th St. (between 










bedroom  one bath 
for up to three people. 
8750 
Heated Pool
 & Hot Tub 












THE LARGEST 2 & 3 
BEDROOM  
APARTMENT HOMES
 IN THE AREA! 
 1,000 to 1,400
 sq. ft. 








































































































































































































295-4011, ext. 211. YWCA Child 
Care Program offers 
benefits, 
$8.25 to $9.25/hr. 
3/4 T school
-age teachers: 12 
units Rec. PE, 
Ed,  ECE. etc. 
PT/FT 
preschool
 teachers: 12 
units ECE. 
269.7534.  





own  car. Good record. Jan. 16 - 
Apr. 30. 




 Pegenvicer Tutor 
Top $ Paid. 










Attn.  Mktng., Advert. 
& Comm. 
majors:








NEEDED  for 
Contracting Co.
 in Campbell. 
$8 -10/flex hrs. w/opportunities 
for advancement. 
Call  369-1898. 
TEACHERS, PT Afternoons. NAEYC
 
Accredited preschool. Ratio 
1:9. 
Excellent
 salary and benefits. 
lrylnimum















Join the team at Alum Rock Elem. 
School Dist. as a Sub Teacher! 
Mnimum 
Requirements:  BA. Passng 
score on CBEST, Erner. 
Credential,
 
Great /etude. Bilngual Spanish pref. 
Contact Heather Barbs, Sub Coot. 
258-4923 ext 252. Alum Rock Dist. 







are appreciated by students. 
Work your own hews.
 
Clean DMV. Good health & 
teaching skills required. 
408-971-7557. 
SALES Part-time work, full-time 
pay. Earn between $200 and 
$800 weekly. Sales experience 
helpful, full training provided. 












 Law F,71 has Immo 
diate opening for P -T receptionist  
8am-12noon, M.F. Must speak 
some Spanish. Need somecomputer, 
phone & clerical experience. Good 
interpersonal and organizational 
skills.  Please apply in person at 
96 N. 3rd St. 500. between 
9am-4pm M.F.
 











510 part time jobs 
earning 
$10/hr. to $300/week. Jobs 






 ASST: Basic 
maintenance functions: paint-
ing, plumbing, carpentry etc. 
15-20 hrs/wk. Apply at 3rd level 
Student Union Directors office. 
For more info call 
924-6310. 
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $ 
up to $120/week! 
Become a Sperm Donor. 










CASH ERS STAMFORD 
BOOKSTORE  
is now accepting applications
 for 
temporary cashiers. $8.50 
an
 hour! 
Stanford Bookstore 1.8C0.5332670 
eitt 322. ask for Kira 
EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER 
wanted! LG. family, 8:0011:30a.m. 
Tue.-Fn. only. Call 395-2337. 
$SS 
DEUVERY  DRIVERS 
$SS  




Earn $9 to 
$11  per 
hour.  
Flexible 
day  and evening 
hours.  
Require ClAfl as + good DMV 
+Ins.  
San Jose Cupertino area. Call 





dlers, preschool and 
school  age. 













TRAVEL  INDUSTRY 
opportunity. Are you a Hospitality 
Mgmt. or Recreation
 major or do 
you have retail sales experience? 
Come 
join
 Classic Custom 
Vacations  dynamic reservations 
staff & be a part 
of the best 
wholesale  travel company in the 
USA. Classic 
is
 located in 
down-
town San Jose & 
specializes  in 
selling  customized vacations to 
Hawaii & mainland 
U.S.
 We are 
looking
 for 
quality  sales special
 
ists
 to enhance 
our fast
-paced 
















 Intemship credit for 
Hospitality
 
Management  majors. 
Professional working environment. 




 training session 
Jan. 
4-17,  1996. 
PC experience & travel industry 
background helpful.
 Apply in person 
or send/fax resume to: 
Classic Custom Vacations 
Attn: Human
 Resources Dept. 
One North 
First  St. 
3rd  
floor  





DAYCARE TEACHERS. Small 
World 
Schools is hiring teachers 
for our school -age 
daycare
 pro-
grams.  6-12 units in ECE, Rec, 
Psych,
 Soo, or Ed req. Experience 
preferred.  Most positions are 
2- 5:30 or 2:30 - 6, M -F. Short 
morning shifts are also available. 
Call 379.3200 ext. 21. 
SECURITY - 
ACUFACTS,  INC. 
NO 
EXPERIENCE  NECESSARY 
Corporate 
Sites, Top Pay! 
Too marry benefits to 
list!  
Day, Swing, Grave Shifts, F/T & P/T. 
Can
 
or aro pawn. Mon.Sun 
7-7. 
408-286.5880. 5550 Maiden Pre. 
awn San Cabs and Palrnoor. 
tehind the
 Card and Party Store. 
CASHIERS WANTED Fr or PT. 
Flextile hairs perfect for students. 
Starting  pay
 $6 to $6.50 per
 hour. 
Fait or send restrne to Misty Jereen 
Classic Car Wash 
871 
E. Hamilton Ave. 





potential. Reading books. Toll 
Free 1-800-898.9778 Ext. R-
2236 for details. 





encouraged  to apply. 
Teacher position - ECE units 
required. 
All majors accepted. 
Call Gardner Children's Center. 
998-1343. 
CASHIER POSMON AVAILABLE 
$5.50 $6.00 /hour 
Stevens Creek Unocal 76 
4185 Stevens 
Creek  Blvd 
Mon. 'Fri.
 8am - 3pm 
Ask for David. 
296-5258.  
TEACHERS/AIDES  
100 great children are 
looking  for 
a few great teachers. 
Teachers  & 
aides are needed for Campbell 
before & after school -age program.
 
FT and PT positions available. 
Excellent salary & benefits. Please 
Call Laura 
408-370-2143.  EOE. 
long
 as he wants, 
provided  the 
program  continues to 
meet uni-
versity standards. 
"It  doesn't mean I'm 
going  to 
continue coaching for 30 years 
or for the rest of my life," Holtz 
said Tuesday. "When I retire 
from coaching I will be at Notre 
Dame." 
2 P/7 POSITIONS 
OPEN: English 
tutor & clerk, 86-8/hr. Close
 to 
SJSU. 
Call  Jessie 283-3063. 
PART-TIMERS
 WANTED!! Deluxe 
Corporation is looking for
 Tele-
phone
 Order Clerks. Accurate, 
Detail Oriented. Team Flayers 
with  
Good Communication 
Skills  a 
MUST! 12-6pm 4 days a week 
plus Sat. 9-4pm. 25-38 hrs. a 
week. Also 










EARN EXTRA CASH FOR XMAS 
Busy time of year means 
we 
need extra help immediately.
 
Excellent pay. 
No selling. For 
further 




envelope to: U.S. Publishing 
Service, 415-112 N. Mary Ave. 





Are you fast on the 10 key? Do you 
have proficient typrg skills? Are you 
pursurg a 4 year degree? Would )ou 
like
 to more into management upon 
shacketion?
 
Have we got a job for )oul 
Great pay plus a tuition assistance 




ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSIDA INC. 
897 Wrigley Way  
Milpitas,  CA 






Flexible hours, open 
9am to 9pm 
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus. 
Near Light Rail. Transit. 
Call Today, 
Work  Tomorrow. 








Office positions also available. 
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE, 
part-time,




 in person. 
22 West Saint John, San Jose. 
87.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR 
with scheduled increases. 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS 
Full-time or Part-time 
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE 
FULL TRAINING 
EXCELLENT BENEFTTS 






Apply. Mon.  Fri. Sam - 5prn, 
Vanguard Security Services 
3212 Scott 
Blvd.  Santa Clara. 




attendants needed, good, flexible 
hours, great job for students. 




Small World Schools is hiring 
substitute teachers 
for our 14 
preschool & school -age
 daycare 
programs.
 6.12 units in 
ECE Rec,  
Psych, Soc. 
or Ed required. Exp. 
preferred. This is a great position 
for 
students. We can work around 
your school schedule - even if 
you are only available 1 or 2 
afternoons. Call 379.3200 ext 21. 
$14.00





BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips. 








 Bartenders School. 
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WON(  Make 
up to $25-$45/hr. teaching basic 
conversational 
English in Japan 
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching 
background or Asian languages 







Holtz has a 92-26-2 record in 
10 seasons at Notre Dame, and 
this season became the 15th col-
lege coach to will 200 or more 
games. He needs only 14 more 
wins
 to surpass Knute Rocluie as 
Notre Dame's 
wiimingest  coach. 
His 
1988
 team won the 
nation-
al 







P/T evening positions for 
articulate
















Asian couples need your help 






Generous  stipend 
and expenses paid. Please 
call  
WWFC 1-510-820-9495. 
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up 
to $2,000,/month. World travel. 
Seasonal  & full-time positions. No 
exp 
necessary. For info. 
call 
1-206-6340468 ext. C60412. 
EARN $1500.00 WEEKLY 
working at home! 
Ten best 
opportunities for starting a home
 
business. For FREE 
info send a 
self-addressed, stamped enve-
lope to: Hello-Tech, 467 Saratoga 
Ave., #237,




Industry.  Earn up 
to $3.000-$6,000+ per month. 
Room 
and Board! Transportation! 
Male or Female. No 
experience  
necessary. Call 1-206-545-4155 
ext A60412. 
IMMORAL  PARKS HIRMG -Positions 
are now available at National Parks, 
Forests & Wildlife Preserves. 
Excellent benefits + 
bonuses!  Celt 
1-206-5454804 ed. N60411 
$40,000/YR INCOME 
potential. Home Typists/PC 
users.  Toll Free 1.800-898-
9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings.
 
OPPORTUNITIES 
EASY WAY TO 
EARN  MONEY 
for a club, fraternity
 or sorority! 
Sell custom printed 
T-shirts  or 
sweatshirts with your logo or 
design. Call 
Brainstorm  Graphics 
@ 405496-6343. 





several  positions 
with 
environ-





 wild -grown, organic 
products. 12-yr-old company 
is 
industry leader. Easy, turnkey 
marketing plan
 can earn you 
substantial income quickly. 
part-time. Lots of support! 
For FREE AUDIO TAPE call 
408.264-7871(24 hour message). 








REPRINT  RIGHTS YOU CAN SELL 
NOW! Over 600 'How-to Books.
 
Reports  & Guides' Valued $845. 
On 
Windows  CD ROM. Just $99, 
(includes S&H&T) Call 
24
 hrs. 
1-800241-9229  Visa/MC/ArnExp. 
SPORTS/THRILLS
 
LEARN TO FLY 
SQUADRON
 TWO FLYING 
CLUB 
San Jose International 
Airport  
Since 1974 - No 
Monthly  Dues 




Introductory  Flight $35 




Arpart8h.d.  SanJose. CA 96110 
(408)275-0300.  
100% PURE ADRENALINE! 
There is nothing compared to 






SJSU student owned & operated. 
BAY AREA SKYDIVING 
1-510-634-7575. 
taken Notre Dame to a bowl 
game every season but 
his  first. 
The No. 6 Irish 
(9-2)  play 
No.  8 
Florida State (9-2) in 
the
 Orange 
Bowl New Year's Day. 
"We'd be 
delighted  to have 
Lou as our head coach as long as 
he'd like 
to be in coaching," 
Mike Wadsworth, 
Notre  Dame's 
athletic
 director, said. 
"I expect Lou Holtz to be here 





 president, said. 
Holtz's five-year contract was 
to expire at the end of next sea-
son. 
and there was speculation 











 students who 
wish to 
excel
 in playing guitar 








 style: Jazz, 
Blues,  Rock, 
Fusion, Funk,
 Reggae.

















 etc. For 
more 
info 
please  call Dave Bolick, 




PREPARATION  by 






















 - Fn: 810 5:30. 






Why suffer and get poor
 
grades when help
 is just a call 
away? 
Harvard  Ph.D. (former 
college
 teacher) assists 
with 









references  available. 










5254505...ask for Dada 
CRIME PREVENTION INFORMARON 










$1.70- min. (9-min max) 
18 yrs. /Touch tone phone 
THE COP
-LINE, Morgan Hill. CA. 
Bus. Ph.# 405683-5723. 
FOREIGN
 STUDENTS -VISITORS. 
Greencard Program available. 
1-800.660.7167 & 818882-9681 
IMMIGRATION 
ATTORNEY.  
Assistance with Visas and Green 
Cards. 
Reasonable  Rates. 
Cali
 











 from campus 
(Cupertino/West San Jose area). 
Term Papers, Thesis. 
Resumes,  
Tape Transcription, etc. 
APA. Turablan and MLA. 
Days 
and evenings,  seven days. 
Suzanne 996-1686. 
ToJo's Word Processing Service 
Incredible  student rates on 
resumes and school papers. 
Add color to your reports at a low 
cost. Ask about our resume 
and school 
paper  programs!! 
CALL 





Get your papers edited 
before  






pickup  and delivery. 




PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 


















leave  message. 







 RATES CALL 408-924-3277 
Print  your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters,
























































Mar the Nth day, rate 
Inoteassa
 by $11  per day 
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra 
charge 
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 
each 
SEMESTER  RATES 
3-9 






Send check or money order
 t) 
Spartan Daily Classifieds 
Si Jose State University 
San Jose, CA 95192-0149 
 Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
 
 Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication 
 All ads are prepaid  No refunds on cancelled ads 
III Rates for consecutive publications dates only 




 for these 
classitications.$5.00







 and 2pm. Student ID 
required.  
**Lost & Found ads are 
offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, 
as
 a service to the campus 
community.
 
Please  check 
one classification:
 






_Events* _Rea Estate 
_Announcements*  _Services* 























_Opportunities  _Scholarships  
CALL
 MARCIA 2064448 
Nursing/Soc. Work/English
 
Edit/Format Specialist for 
Projects/Terrn  
Papers/Resumes  
APA  Twebia  
MLA  
Grammar.Rinctuaton,Rrasrg  
Tables/Charts/disk  edit 
bilernellortal Students Mebane 
10 minutes from campus! 
EXPERT WORD 
PROCESSORS. 
















services  available. 
Masterson's Word Processing.
 








 the foundation to 
sail  
through your accounting courses 
effortlessly.  Come away with a 










 & BEAUTY 
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC. 




Your own probe or disposable. 
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose. 
247-7486. 
50% DISCOUNT! 
Permanent Cosmetics by Tnsh. 




 Liner - Ups'- Eyebrows. 


















using chemicals. Let us perma-
nently
 remove your unwanted hair. 
Back Chest . Lip - 
Bikini - Chin - 
Tummy etc. 
Students
 & faculty 
receive  15% discount. First appt. 
1/2 price if made
 before June 1. 
1995. Hair Today  Gone Tomorrow. 
621 E. Carnpbell Ave. *17. 
Campbell . (408)379.3500. 
TRAVEL 
SKI & SNOWBOARD 
CLUB - 
Jackson. Hole Wyoming. Jan. 914. 
$399. Right. 4 Days Ski, 5 Nights 




STUMM  SCHMARSHIPSI 









 available for 
Spring and Fail 1996.
 Graduates 
receive
 5 or 
more
 job offers. 
Starting  salaries from 
$30k+.  
For details, 
contact  Dr. Jorge 
Marconcies, Packaging Program 
Coordinator at 408/924-3210. 
IS
 207 or CCB 200. 





 grants arid 
scholarships is now available. All 
students are eligible regardless of 
grades, income,  or parent's rcome. 



















FREE MONEY For Vow 
Education! 
Apply for your snare 
in ',anions
 of 





Certain advertisements  in 
these columns may refer the 
reader to specific telephone 
numbers or addresses for 
additional information. 
Classified readers should be 
reminded that, 
when  making 




 before sending 
money for goods or 
services.  
In addition,
 readers should 
carehilly investigate ag gm's 
offering employment listings 
orcoupons for discount
 




















 Young person 










28 Tack on 
29 Ship's floor
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65 
Areas  





69 T es the knot 
70 Naval off 
answers will appear
 in the nal isszit. 
PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
SOLVED 
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UMMOR 010000WORIM 


























































13 Play opener 
18 Mildew 
23 Hogloke animal 
25 Expert 





















































56 School dance 
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 fits 1111C1111011 
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 1110 tot id   
the Senate 
seat
 currently held by 
 
Democratic
 Sen. Alfred 
Alquist,  
who is retiring. 
He 







out his 'intent' 
papers for the 
state  Senate. He 
now has 
until Dec. 







said  The' esa 
Rabe, a 
representative


















 with 41 
Republicans, 38 
Democrats  and 
one Reform Party 
member.  
Cortese was 
part of the bare 
majority of two























mistake  in 
cyberspace 
SAN rA CLARA 
t 




















 was taken 
to task 
by
 his opponent 
for  a position 
paper
 on the Internet.
 The state-
ment, 
posted  by an aide 
before 
Campbell  read it. 
inaccurately 
described his





I his was not 
ms
 (halt, though 
iI 
my 
responsibility."  he 
said. 
" 
the ideal is 
that one 
person  reads 
everything.
 That ideal




































money,  it 
makes  sense 
to give 
coastal 
state  control 









 by the peo-







opment,  or despoiling 
the view 
from the shore." 
Problem is 
that
 Campbell, a 
moderate 








control of such 
drilling 
is generally 
opposed  by 
environmentalists who
 believe it 
could lead 
to





aides  attempted to 
smooth the 








day one, Campbell has 




 his consultant Kevin 
But 




Jerry  Estruth, 
Campbell's  oppo-
nent in the Dec.
 12 special elec-
tion. 
During


















Estruth  shot 
































schedule  for 
construction








has  joined 
the
 state in 
giving  a tax 


















 save Intel 
$150,000  to 











 said Monday. 
City offu ials  said ate%









plans to build here. 
"That's what
 was implied to 
me,"  said city 
councilman Ray 
Miller. "If they 
didn't  get the 
break, they 
were  going to walk." 
Mayor Willard
 Shenkel said the
 city reduced 
its 
B&O  tax to 
"make
 it advantageous
 for Intel 
to come to DuPont." 
City officials 




 "for the good of 
most  people, 
DuPiIIt  
as 
making  a little
 concession." 
'It could be a big one 
eventually,"  he conced-
ed. 
Intel  also is eligible for a 
state
 sales -tax break 
of 




 facility. The Legislature
 approved the tax 
break  on all new 






 last month 
also
 gave DuPont 
a 
$500,000 grant
 to improve its water
 system, a 
necessity to 
accommodate  the 
6,000  to 7,900 
people expected to 

















































-East  at 
1:18
 p.m. 











believe  it 























Blaisdell.  tfith 
Spa«. 
Ving  outman -
der. 
The  Titan IV, 





 can carry 
space  shuttle -
class 
payloads  tip to 






 the nation's 
rocket inven-
tory.  
Vandenberg  is 
usually  used for 









 said John 
Pike








vv i don't know what 
type
 of spy satellite it is. 
They 
are  launching 
three spy 




few  months 
and
 this is one 
of






 of a Titan 
IV since
 August 1993
 when a rocket








 was a large 








attached  solid 
rocket engines
 boost the liq-
uid -fueled Titan
 IV's lift 





 since been 
shelved. 
testi() as :Assembly speaker last 
September. There was 110 lladiCa-
riots Tuesday if Cortese's switch to 
the Reform Party would threaten 
Setencich's shaky hold on the 
Assembly's top post. 
The major Democratic con-
tender for Alquist's seat is 
Cortese's colleague, Assembly 
Budget Committee Chairman 
John Vasconcellos, D-Santa Clara, 
who 
has spent 29 years 111 the 
1.egislatui e. 
By 
switching  to the 
Reform 
Party, Cortese


























being  elected 




in knife slaying of 
wife  
SANTA CRUZ(AP)  A 
man accused of stabbing his 
wife to death listened in court 
as prosecutors played a frantic 
911 call in which his panting 
voice told how "there's cuts all 
over." 
"I think my wife is dead," 
former
 Santa Clara University 
law professor Kenneth Donney 
told the dispatcher in the early 
morning call on 
Oct.
 27. 










the night before 
he was sched-
uled to move 
out. Leibman 
had filed for 
divorce a month 
id 
"Where is she cut?" 
the  dis-
patcher said. 
"There's  cuts all over. She 
got panicked and there was 
wild flailing around ... She pan-
icked and 
slashed
 at me," 
Donney said. 







 though the 
cou-
ple's two children, ages 4 and 
7, were awake in the home. 
Donney repeatedly told the 
dispatcher he 
wanted





















Sgt. Rick Seiley 
Testifying police officer 
before.
 
At Donney's preliminary 
hearing Monday, Santa Cruz 
County Superior Court Judge 
Bill Kelsay heard the 13-minute 
call to 
911 in which Donney 
said he and his wife had It night 
and that during the struggle, 
he
 stabbed her. 
Donney told the dispatcher 
he was 
carrying a box, includ-
ing a kitchen knife, and that he 
tripped
 and fell on her. 
"She  panics and she starts to 
slash at me, and we tussle," he 
says. 
"So did your wife cut herself 
with a knife?" the dispatcher 
asks. 




arrive. But he says he 
doesn't  
want to go 
to the door because 




Sgt. Rick Seiley told the 
court that the children were in 
separate bedrooms when 
offi-
cers arrived. The woman's life-
less body was on the
 floor of a 
den that had been converted 
into a 
bedroom. 
"The room was full of 
blood," Seiley said. 
Also testifying Monday was 
the county's
 forensic patholo-
gist, Richard Mason. 
Leibman, a communications 
lecturer at Santa 
Clara 
University, was stabbed in the 






 thaii one way to get the money you 
need  to buy 
a Macintosh' computer 
But none is as painless as this. Because
 
all sou 
have to do is visit the authorized
 Apple reseller kstcsl 
bekm.
 
apply for an 
Appie*Computer  Loan, and if 
sou
 qualify,









Mac'  for 
a 
buck or two a day. 




daily  lane, s,,,ou
 can get a 
Mac and 
have  money left 
over for 
software and a pnnter. RS easy. No 
groveling for fund.s on the 
phone with 
the folks is 
required.There'll
 be no bail to 





robbing the bank. You 
won't  even have to make a payment for 
90 days: Just call 
I-800-Apple-LN
 to apply, and 
the power of Macintosh could 
soon
 
be yours. The power to 
be
 
your best' ple 
Best price on Apple Computers
 for San Jose State students! 
Apply for Apple Loan, call 1/800-APPLE-LN 
For all of your computer needs visit 
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department  924-1809 
Prices subject to change without notice. See store for details. 
Limited 
availability
 on certain products. 
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Performer  6214CD 
8,1111 






lc' color monitor keyboard mouse 
and 
all the software  pure likely to need 
Power 
Macintosh' 7200/75 w/CD 
8MB
 RA4U500,1111 hard dm v. 
PoreerPC' 601 pmcessor,
 quad speed CD-ROM 
drive, 15"color 
monitor  keyboard and mouse. 
OEM 
Personal LaserWriter' 300 
Rmer cartridge
 and cables 
included
 
